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Abstract 

Title of thesis: The Changes of Posterior Corneal Curvature, Topographic 
Corneal Thickness and Corneal Biomechanical Properties from Overnight 
Orthokeratology Lens Wear and Recoveries of These Parameters 

 

Chief supervisor: Dr. Andrew K.C. LAM 

 

Orthokeratology (ortho-k) is a clinical technique to temporarily reduce 

refractive error (mainly for myopia correction) using specially designed rigid 

lenses. Anterior corneal flattening, central corneal thinning and mid-peripheral 

corneal thickening have been documented in myopic ortho-k treatment. 

Researchers assumed that the posterior corneal curvature was not affected and 

therefore adopted the Munnerlyn’s formula to predict the ortho-k effect. In 

contrast, overall corneal bending involving the posterior corneal curvature has 

been reported to account for the ortho-k changes. To date, limited information 

regarding the posterior corneal changes after ortho-k treatment has been 

reported. Also, the recovery of topographical corneal thickness has not been 

fully studied after successful ortho-k treatment, even though changes of corneal 

thickness were previously demonstrated.  
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On the other hand, measurement of corneal biomechanical properties required 

sophistical calculations. Clinical measurement of these properties (in terms of 

corneal hysteresis: CH, and corneal resistance factor: CRF) are now possible 

which may play a role to predict the efficacy of ortho-k treatment. The long-

term corneal biomechanical changes from ortho-k and its recovery after the 

treatment have not been previously studied. This project aimed to evaluate the 

effect of ortho-k treatment on the posterior corneal changes, topographical 

corneal thickness, and corneal biomechanics variations so as to understand the 

mechanism of ortho-k treatment. The recoveries of these changes were also 

evaluated. 

 

In this project, three studies [two short-term studies (up to one overnight) and 

one long-term study (up to 6 months)] were undertaken. For the short-term 

studies, the corneal changes after 15, 30, 60 minutes, and one overnight of 

ortho-k lens wear were evaluated. Short-term study I involved wearing ortho-k 

lenses in both eyes whereas in short-term study II, one eye (treatment eye) wore 

ortho-k lens and the fellow eye (control eye) wore conventional alignment 

fitted lens. The long-term study consisted of three phases, including a 6-month 

treatment period (Phase I), monitoring of diurnal changes after immediate lens 
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removal (up to 8 hours) on the day after 6-month treatment period (Phase II), 

and a 2-month recovery period after cessation of successful treatment (Phase 

III).  

 

In the short-term study I, significant posterior corneal steeping was found after 

60 minutes and overnight ortho-k lens wear. There was significant reduction of 

CRF after overnight ortho-k lens wear. Significant central corneal thinning and 

mid-peripheral corneal thickening were found after 60 minutes and one 

overnight ortho-k lens wear respectively. The posterior corneal steepening has 

been confirmed from the short-term study II where similar posterior corneal 

steepening was found in the treatment eyes only. Significant corneal thickening 

was also found at mid-peripheral cornea after one overnight ortho-k lens wear 

with no significant change in the control eyes.  

 

In the long-term study (Phase I), significant posterior corneal steepening was 

seen only at the first overnight visit. A significant reduction of CRF was found 

after one week of lens wear and gradually reduced throughout the treatment 

period. Significant central corneal thinning was shown after one month of lens 

wear while mid-peripheral thickening was shown after overnight and one-week 
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visits only. During the monitoring of diurnal changes (Phase II), the posterior 

cornea was found steepest after immediate lens removal but significantly 

flattened 2 hours after lens removal. Corneal biomechanical properties were 

stable throughout the day. The cornea was the thickest at mid-peripheral 

regions after immediate lens removal and significantly reduced 2 hours after 

lens removal. In the 2-month recovery period (Phase III), posterior corneal 

curvatures, topographic corneal thickness, and CRF returned to baseline level 

one week after cessation of lens wear.  

 

The present study clearly shows that ortho-k treatment has transient steepening 

effect on the posterior corneal curvatures, which disappeared 2 hours after lens 

removal. Its contribution to myopia reduction was not significant clinically. 

The topographic corneal thickness changes are associated with the transient 

posterior corneal steepening. Also, the ortho-k treatment has some short-term 

effects on the corneal biomechanical properties. On the other hand, all these 

changes from ortho-k treatment are reversible and are able to return to baseline 

level one month after cessation of successful ortho-k treatment. It could further 

evident that the ortho-k treatment has no permanent influence on these corneal 

parameters.  
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Chapter 1 

Review and updates on Orthokeratology 

1.1 Introduction 

Orthokeratology [also known as ortho-k, corneal reshaping, corneal refractive 

therapy (CRT), and vision shaping treatment (VST)] is a clinical technique to 

temporarily reduce or modify refractive error with the use of specially designed 

rigid lenses (Caroline, 2001). The concept of ortho-k emerged in the early 

1960s. The ortho-k lens designs evolved significantly in the following decades, 

though the development was occasionally abandoned due to different obstacles, 

such as unpredictable lens centration, lens effect and non-permanent. The 

ortho-k treatment can be accomplished by either traditional or modern ortho-k 

lens designs depending on the construction of the lens curves. For the 

traditional ortho-k lens design, a flat-fitted lens was used to flatten the cornea 

(to reduce the corneal power) in order to reduce the myopia. For the modern 

ortho-k lens design, the flat base curve is surrounded by a much steeper reverse 

curve, which is specially constructed to improve the lens centration. It is termed 

a “reverse geometry lens”. The sophisticated lathing technology has 

significantly aided the development of ortho-k treatment and boosted the 

research interests. Clinical applications of modern ortho-k have contributed 
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mainly to the temporary reduction of myopia (Mountford, 1997, Nichols et al., 

2000) and the control of myopic progression (Cho et al., 2005, Walline et al., 

2009, Kakita et al., 2011). Some ortho-k researchers reported that this treatment 

has a tendency to slow down the myopic progression, which is one of the main 

reasons why the modern ortho-k treatment is popular in the Asian Pacific 

region. The latest lens designs have also been developed to strive for the 

correction of hyperopia and astigmatism. There is a growing number of reports 

on hyperopic ortho-k treatment in the last three years (Lu et al., 2007b, Gifford 

and Swarbrick, 2008, Haque et al., 2008, Lu et al., 2008, Gifford et al., 2009, 

Gifford and Swarbrick, 2009) in addition to a case study for astigmatic 

corrections (Chan et al., 2009). The reverse geometry lens has also been 

adopted for fitting the post-surgical cornea to restore vision (Burns-LeGros and 

Wagner, 2007, Tan et al., 2010). 

 

1.2 History and development 

1.2.1 Origin of traditional ortho-k and its early development 

The concept of traditional ortho-k treatment was first suggested by Jessen 

(1962) and known as “orthofocus” in the literature. He introduced an 

innovative concept of lens fitting, which was different from the conventional 
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alignment fitting. A plano lens with base curve (BC) flatter than the corneal 

curvatures was used to create a tear lens (carrying negative power) between the 

posterior lens surface and the anterior corneal surface to correct myopia. After 

wearing the lenses for two months, the cornea was flattened and unaided vision 

was improved after lens removal. A similar idea by Jessen (1962) was applied 

in hyperopic cases using lenses with steeper base curve compared with the 

corneal curvature. Unfortunately, the technique was preliminary and not very 

successful probably because of the limited extent of the refractive correction, 

poor lens centration, and the corneal oedema caused by the impermeable lens 

materials. However, it undoubtedly introduced an innovative idea and a 

breakthrough in contact lens fitting philosophy, which has already built up a 

foundation for later development in ortho-k. 

 

Hyperopic correction with a steep-lens fitting was also introduced. It was 

relatively easier to achieve the lens centration to provide the hyperopic 

correction in comparison to flat-fitting lens for myopic correction. The central 

corneal oedema induced by central pooling obtained in steep-fitting lenses and 

oxygen-impermeable lens materials was another reason, which favours 

hyperopic correction. It was difficult to predict the lens centration with the flat-
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fitting lenses and significant with-the-rule astigmatism was induced with 

superiorly decentred lenses. After the emergence of the concept of orthofocus, 

many cases of suggested lens fitting and refractive error correction were 

reported (Ziff, 1968a, Ziff, 1968b, Nolan, 1969, Fontana, 1972, May, 1974, 

Grant, 1975, Patterson, 1975, Ziff, 1976). The term “orthokeratology” was 

introduced by a group of enthusiastic contact lens specialists (Ziff, 1968a, Ziff, 

1968b, Nolan, 1969, May, 1974, Grant, 1975, Patterson, 1975). It was also 

known as traditional ortho-k. This lens fitting modality was not common and 

was still anecdotal until the first clinical study reported by Kerns (1976). Four 

major series of clinical studies, including Kerns (1976), Binder et al. (1980), 

Polse et al. (1983b), and Coon (1984), were released to give scientific support 

to the previous anecdotal evidence. These studies concluded that the reduction 

of myopia (mean amount of refractive change) from ortho-k was limited 

(ranged from 0.39 D to 1.51 D), and not vastly different from conventional 

lenses with alignment fitting (ranged from 0.23 D to 0.96 D). In addition, the 

clinical outcomes were variable and unpredictable owing to poor lens 

centration and the regular induction of with-the-rule corneal astigmatism. 

Permanent elimination of refractive errors by deforming the corneal shape with 

traditional ortho-k lens wear was the ultimate goal of orthokeratologists. 
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However, only temporary reduction could be achieved with daytime wearing of 

retainer lenses for one to eight hours continuously or in a split schedule. It was 

not very useful as the exact wearing time required for the refractive correction 

varied and was largely dependent on the patients, who needed to wear the 

retainer lenses during the day. Therefore, practitioners gradually lost their 

interest in the traditional ortho-k treatment. Even though this technique 

included a certain degree of corneal oedema due to the limited oxygen 

permeability of the lens, it was safe, since there were no significant adverse 

compromises to corneal physiology, such as corneal inflammation, disruption 

of corneal structure, from the flattening of corneal curvatures (Polse et al., 

1983a). 

 

1.2.2 From traditional ortho-k to modern ortho-k  

The development of traditional ortho-k was very limited between 1970s and 

1980s. Poor lens centration with flat-fitting lenses was one of the main 

drawbacks in the original traditional ortho-k fitting philosophy. To address this 

problem, Jessen (1964) described a lens design with a flatter base curve 

surrounded with a steeper peripheral curve. This steeper peripheral curve aimed 

at improving lens centration with better lens-to-cornea alignment between the 
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lens curvature and peripheral cornea. This concept was not implemented due to 

limited lens lathing technology. Fontana (1972) tried to adopt this idea to 

manufacture a prototypal “reverse geometry” lens, which was called “one piece 

bifocal” lens design, however, this lens was not accepted as a true “reverse 

geometry” lens but was considered to be a recessive lens design with the 

peripheral curve one dioptre steeper than the base curve (Mountford et al., 

2004). The lens was not easy to manufacture with the lathing techniques at that 

time and therefore, was not popular. 

 

In the early 1990s, there was a resurgence of ortho-k treatment due to the 

advances in lens design and lathing technique, availability of lens materials 

with higher oxygen permeability, and the computer-assisted keratography (also 

known as computer-assisted corneal topography). 

 

With the advances in lens lathing technology, the first reverse geometry lenses 

were successfully produced (Wlodyga and Bryla, 1989, Harris and Stoyan, 

1992). This started the new generation of ortho-k lens designs and was 

classified as “modern ortho-k”. The flat base curve created an apparent central 

bearing area surrounded by a wide annulus of tear reservoir, which was created 
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by the steeper reverse curve (RC). The peripheral curve was similar to that 

found in ordinary conventional lens designs, which created an edge lift for tear 

exchange and ease of lens removal. This modern ortho-k lens design revived 

ortho-k researchers’ interests in this technique due to the faster and more 

predictable clinical results. Several well-controlled clinical trials were 

conducted to evaluate the efficacy, predictability, and safety of treatment when 

wearing this new lens. The efficacy in reducing myopia with this modern ortho-

k lens design was reported to be two times faster, in terms of treatment period, 

than the traditional ortho-k lens design, which took 60 to 300 days to complete 

the refractive error changes (Mountford, 1997, Swarbrick et al., 1998, Fan et al., 

1999, Lui and Edwards, 2000, Nichols et al., 2000). Therefore, this modern 

design was named “accelerated orthokeratology”. Although the lens material 

used in modern ortho-k lens was improved from oxygen impermeable material 

to low to moderate oxygen permeable material, most of the wearing modalities 

were still restricted to daytime only, due to insufficient oxygen permeability for 

overnight wear. Therefore, it was still inconvenient because the lenses had to be 

worn during daytime and improved unaided vision was achieved after lens 

removal during the rest of the day. Furthermore, good lens centration could not 
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be predicted or achieved readily with the modern ortho-k lens design, which 

was still a major concern (Mountford et al., 2004). 

 

1.2.3 Modern ortho-k at present  

To ensure good lens centration, the reverse geometry lens has been redesigned 

to incorporate a much steeper and narrower reverse curve. An alignment curve 

(AC) was introduced adjacent to the reverse curve to provide a larger area for 

corneal contact to support the lens weight on the peripheral cornea. The 

centration of the lens has been much improved and this design has been 

renamed as “advanced orthokeratology” (Lui et al., 2000, Mountford et al., 

2004). Many ortho-k lens manufacturers have adopted this design and further 

modified it into spherical or aspheric alignment curves. The terminology in 

describing the BC, RC and ACs can differ, but most of the designs of the 

different lens manufacturers are basically similar. Lens materials with higher 

oxygen permeability have considerably boosted the development of ortho-k 

treatment. Traditional and early modern ortho-k treatments were limited to 

daytime wear only due to insufficient (zero to low) oxygen permeability. 

Higher oxygen permeable material allows overnight wear which largely 

increases the convenience and popularity of this treatment (Mountford, 1997, 
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Nichols et al., 2000), especially in the younger age groups. Children can enjoy 

good unaided vision upon lens removal after overnight wear. They can 

participate in different kinds of sports or activities without spectacles. Also, 

recent studies have documented its potential to retard the progression of 

myopia (Cho et al., 2005, Walline et al., 2009, Kakita et al., 2011). This is one 

of the major reasons why ortho-k lens wear is so popular in the Asian Pacific 

region (Cho et al., 2002a, Cho et al., 2003). 

 

1.3 Advances in modern ortho-k development 

The popularity of modern ortho-k has increased in the last two decades largely 

due to advanced lens designs, materials and instrumental improvement.  

 

1.3.1 Development of lens designs from traditional to modern 

The evolution of lens designs, from the original flat-fitting to the contemporary 

5-curve reverse geometry lens designs, has largely boosted the popularity of the 

ortho-k treatment (Cheung et al., 2009). The history of the development in lens 

designs has been discussed in the previous section (Section 1.2). 
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1.3.2 Improved lens materials  

The lens material in traditional ortho-k (or originally called “orthofocus”) 

lenses was polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), which was oxygen impermeable. 

Corneal oedema was induced after wearing the lens for several hours. These 

lenses were not suitable for prolonged daytime wear let alone night time wear. 

Holden and Mertz (1984) demonstrated that the oxygen transmissibility of any 

lens material should reach the value of 87 × 10-9 (cm × mlO2)/(sec × ml × 

mmHg) to limit corneal oedema to 4%. Harvitt and Bonanno (1999) further 

updated the oxygen transmissibility to 125 × 10-9 (cm × mlO2)/(sec × ml × 

mmHg) to limit the corneal oedema to 3%, which is the level normally found 

after sleeping. There are now lens materials with higher oxygen permeability, 

for example, Boston XO [Dk = 100 (ISO/FATT), Material name: Hexafocon A, 

Bausch and Lomb, US] has been widely used in many overnight ortho-k studies 

(Soni et al., 2004, Alharbi et al., 2005, Cho et al., 2005, Johnson et al., 2007, 

Stillitano et al., 2007, Hiraoka et al., 2008). There has been no clinical study 

reporting significant undesirable corneal physiology in ortho-k treatment using 

Boston XO (Soni and Nguyen, 2006). Other lens materials with high oxygen 

permeability including Boston XO2 [Dk = 141 (ISO/FATT), Material name: 

Hexafocon B, Bausch and Lomb, US], FluoroPerm 151 [Dk = 151 (ISO/FATT), 
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Material name: Paflufocon D, Paragon Vision Sciences, US] and Menicon Z 

[Dk = 189 Fatt (Polarographic), Material name: Tisilfocon A, Menicon Co. Ltd, 

Japan] are currently available. The availability of these super-permeable 

materials could boost the development of overnight ortho-k treatment 

significantly. Swarbrick and Lum (2006) demonstrated that the efficacy of 

ortho-k treatment after wearing lower oxygen transmissibility lenses (Boston 

EO) was significantly slower than wearing lenses with higher oxygen 

transmissibility (Boston XO), in terms of uncorrected vision (UCV), refractive 

error, corneal apical radius, and asphericity. They also demonstrated greater 

corneal stromal oedema in ortho-k treatment after wearing lenses with lower 

oxygen transmissibility than wearing lenses with higher oxygen transmissibility. 

Therefore, practitioners are encouraged to use lenses with high oxygen 

transmissibility. 

 

After sleeping with the lenses overnight without compromising corneal 

physiology, wearers can enjoy good unaided vision upon lens removal the next 

morning. Compared with ordinary rigid lens wear, ortho-k provides more 

benefits to wearers, especially for children. Overnight ortho-k is easier for lens 

adaptation without extensive lens awareness during the closed eye condition, 
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and there are reduced eyelid and lens interaction, and no disturbance by wind or 

dust being trapped under the lens during sleep.  

 

1.3.3 Computer-assisted keratography 

Computer-assisted keratography provides comprehensive corneal information 

including anterior and posterior corneal topography, apical radius, eccentricity 

and topographic corneal thickness. Different topographic maps are available 

and can be compared by modern corneal topographers. This enhances the ease 

of monitoring the modern ortho-k effect. The relationship between alignment 

curves and the peripheral cornea is important to determine good lens centration. 

Lens selection and modification are greatly dependent on the simulated 

keratometric readings and eccentricity values (Mountford et al., 2004). The 

topographic corneal curvature data from contemporary corneal topographers 

have significantly contributed in the achievement of good lens centration 

(Mountford, 1997, Caroline, 2001). 

 

1.4 Current objectives of modern ortho-k 

There are several main objectives of fitting modern ortho-k lenses. The first is 

to temporarily reduce refractive errors, including myopia, hyperopia, and 
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astigmatism. Another clinical application of ortho-k (or reverse geometry lens) 

lenses could be for restoring residual vision in post-surgical corneas (Burns-

LeGros and Wagner, 2007, Tan et al., 2010). The development of modern 

ortho-k for myopic correction is well established and the popularity of 

hyperopic and astigmatic corrections is increasing with more and more clinical 

studies and case reports becoming available (Lu et al., 2007b, Gifford and 

Swarbrick, 2008, Haque et al., 2008, Lu et al., 2008, Chan et al., 2009, Gifford 

et al., 2009, Gifford and Swarbrick, 2009). 

 

Another objective is to control the myopic progression during early childhood. 

Cho et al. (2005) first reported that ortho-k treatment has the potential to slow 

down the progression of myopia. Recent studies reported similar reduced axial 

elongation in an ortho-k group, which further supports the proposal that ortho-k 

treatment can reduce eye growth (Walline et al., 2009, Kakita et al., 2011). A 

series of animal studies by Smith et al. (2005, 2007, 2009) suggested that the 

peripheral retina might play a more significant role in the myopia progression. 

Deprivation of signals from the fovea through photocoagulation did not affect 

the emmtropization in primates. In contrast, induced by hyperopic defocus by 

minus lens on the retina could trigger eyeball elongation. Relative myopia at 
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the periphery induced by ortho-k treatment might possibly account for the 

potential influence in retarding myopia progression. Previous study by 

Charman et al. (2006) compared the refractive changes along the horizontal 

meridian and up to ± 34 degree with reference to the fixation axis after ortho-k 

treatment. They found ortho-k is a good way to correct relative hyperopia to 

myopia at the retinal periphery after the lens wear. A recent study by Mathur 

and Atchison (2009) not only found changes in peripheral refraction (from 

hyperopia to myopia), but also a dramatic increase in peripheral higher-order 

aberrations after ortho-k lens wear. These refractive changes (increase of 

peripheral myopia and higher-order aberrations) induced by the ortho-k 

treatment, have been suggested as a means of slowing down progression of 

myopia. However, further studies are required to warrant ortho-k treatment on 

the basis of these findings. 

 

1.5 Latest studies on corneal changes with modern ortho-k treatment 

Many recent studies used ortho-k lenses with the current ortho-k lens designs 

[with base curve, reverse curve, one or two alignment curves and PC 

(peripheral curve)], which are 4- and 5-curve designs. Several clinical studies 

have reported on the effect of ortho-k on vision, refractive error, corneal 
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thickness, corneal curvature, corneal recovery after cessation of treatment, 

control of myopia and changes in corneal or ocular aberrations. The following 

sections focus on the recent studies on the efficacy of ortho-k treatment, 

corneal changes, corneal biomechanics and topographic corneal thickness. 

 

1.5.1 Corneal changes with modern ortho-k treatment  

Anterior corneal curvatures rapidly flattened following as little as 10 minutes of 

lens wear with the modern ortho-k lens design (Sridharan and Swarbrick, 2003). 

Most of the previous studies demonstrated that it took seven to 10 days to 

achieve a target refractive error change, of approximately 2.50 D (Walline et al., 

2004, Johnson et al., 2007, Kang et al., 2007, Stillitano et al., 2008). 

Correspondingly, the refractive errors and unaided vision are reduced and 

improved respectively. All of the above corneal changes can occur rapidly, 

which helps to achieve the targeted refractive error. The major benefit of these 

rapid corneal responses is allowing good unaided vision during the day. Also, if 

there is any undesirable lens performance from the treatment, ortho-k 

practitioners can immediately modify the lens parameters to achieve a better 

effect. 
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On the other hand, the flattened cornea starts to return to its original shape 

during the day after lens removal in the morning, which results in regression to 

myopia. After four weeks of treatment, the effect can be sustained for at least 

eight hours after lens removal, which is adequate to provide good unaided 

vision throughout the day (Kang et al., 2007). Reports of the duration of 

recovery from ortho-k effect vary within the literature. Soni et al. (2004) found 

that the ortho-k effect in spherical equivalent refraction (SER) vanished 

completely one week after cessation of lens wear while Kobayashi et al. (2008) 

reported that a longer discontinuation period (2 months) was required for 

complete recovery. Wu et al. (2009) recently reported that the residual 

flattening from ortho-k treatment in terms of mean keratometric reading 

remained even after 2 weeks of discontinuation.  

 

Visual acuity (VA) at high contrast levels is not affected by the modern ortho-k 

treatment. However, the VA at low contrast level is reduced. The deterioration 

of low contrast visual acuity is attributed to the increased higher-order 

aberrations, such as spherical aberrations and coma (Berntsen et al., 2005). 

With the modern ortho-k treatment, the central cornea is flattened, while the 

mid-peripheral cornea is steepened, which has been termed as ‘sphericalization’ 
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(Sridharan and Swarbrick, 2003). The cornea becomes an oblate ellipse and 

therefore spherical aberration is induced. Also, the centration of the treatment 

zone may not be located exactly on the central cornea. The slightly decentred 

treatment zone would induce coma, either vertical or horizontal. These induced 

aberrations can significantly affect the VA at low contrast level.  

 

Anterior corneal flattening, the main contributor to myopic reduction in ortho-k 

treatment, has been well documented in the literature (Alharbi et al., 2005, 

Jayakumar and Swarbrick, 2005, Kang et al., 2007, Stillitano et al., 2008). 

Myopic reduction from both ortho-k treatment and photorefractive surgery is 

achieved by flattening the anterior corneal curvature to redirect the light rays to 

the retina. Some corneal researchers have attempted to demonstrate corneal 

changes from ortho-k treatment and photorefractive keratectomy using similar 

experimental methods (Swarbrick et al., 1998, Caroline, 2001). Munnerlyn’s 

formula has been widely used to predict the corneal power change in 

photorefractive surgery, where the corneal power change is derived from the 

depth and diameter of the ablation zone (Munnerlyn et al., 1988). Swarbrick et 

al. (1998), used Munnerlyn’s formula to predict the reduction of myopia with 

the change of corneal sagittal height and treatment zone diameter in ortho-k 
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treatment. However, the formula assumes that the posterior corneal curvature 

does not alter after photorefractive surgery (Munnerlyn et al., 1988, Owens et 

al., 2004b). Swarbrick et al. (1998) found epithelial thinning in the central 

cornea and thickening at the periphery (including mid-periphery). Therefore, 

they suggested that the mechanism of ortho-k treatment is solely due to a 

redistribution of the anterior corneal tissues rather than an overall corneal 

bending. Although they used the Holden-Payor optical micropachometer, their 

measurements of corneal epithelial thickness could be questionable since the 

optical resolution is not high enough to identify the corneal layers. Choo et al. 

(2004) successfully demonstrated that the histological changes with ortho-k 

lens wear at the cellular level in a cat model. The epithelial cells are rapidly 

compressed in the central cornea and thickened in the mid-periphery. The cell 

structures are remained intact, which indicated an exchange of intra-cellular 

contents between cells, and migration of cells from central to mid-periphery. 

Their important work has supported the suggested mechanism of redistribution 

of the anterior corneal tissue in ortho-k treatment. However, this was an animal 

study and the epithelial cells investigated were limited to only a few time points. 

The gradual changes or recovery of epithelial cells were not observed. In 

addition, only one lens design was used in that study and other lens designs 
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might generate different results. No investigation of posterior corneal changes 

after ortho-k treatment was reported in their study.  

With the use of Purkinje image technique, Owens et al. (2004) derived the 

posterior corneal curvature and first reported that it was significantly flattened 

with ortho-k treatment, but only after 1 week and not at any other visit within a 

month. More recent studies have demonstrated that short (e.g. 1 week) 

(Stillitano et al., 2007) or long (e.g. 1 year) (Tsukiyama et al., 2008) ortho-k 

treatments have no effect on the posterior corneal surface. Different 

instruments were utilized in their studies, while Orbscan and Pentacam were 

used by Stillitano et al. (2007) and Tsukiyama et al., (2008) respectively. 

However, the reduction in myopia with ortho-k treatment cannot be explained 

fully by the change to anterior corneal curvature (Lu et al., 2007a). It might be 

attributed, in part, to a change in posterior corneal curvature, which is yet to be 

fully understood. 

 

Perhaps more studies on the effect on the posterior corneal curvature could help 

to understand the mechanism of ortho-k treatment and refractive changes. 

Posterior corneal curvature changes have not been studied fully because it was 

not easy to measure. Orbscan was commonly used to study the changes in 
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posterior corneal shape (Wang et al., 1999, Kamiya et al., 2000, Naroo and 

Charman, 2000, Baek et al., 2001, Seitz et al., 2001, Miyata et al., 2002), but 

Maloney (1999) has questioned its accuracy in evaluating posterior corneal 

displacement. Recently, Read and Collins (2009) studied the diurnal variation 

of posterior corneal curvature with the use of Scheimpflug image-based corneal 

topography. They found that the posterior cornea changes significantly in non-

contact lens wearers throughout 24 hours. The posterior cornea steepened 

immediately after sleep and it returned to baseline level within 2 to 3 hours 

after eye opening. Further study applying this instrument to measure and 

monitor posterior corneal change with modern ortho-k treatment is required. 

 

1.5.2 Corneal biomechanics 

Corneal biomechanical properties include corneal viscosity, elasticity, 

hydration, connective tissue position and regional corneal thickness (Liu and 

Roberts, 2005). Clinical measurement of corneal biomechanics was difficult 

since sophisticated calculations were required that were inconvenient for 

clinicians. 
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The Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA, Reichert Inc., US) is a non-contact 

tonometer which provides in vivo measurements of corneal biomechanical 

properties (Luce, 2005). The instrument measures both inward and outward 

corneal responses with a metered air-pulse and an electro-optical monitoring 

system. An air pulse deforms the cornea until it reaches a pre-defined flattened 

shape and the emitted infra-red light rays are maximally reflected by the 

flattened cornea to the receiver. This is the first peak signal and the 

corresponding flattening pressure is the first applanation pressure (P1). The air 

pulse strength increases continuously to deform the cornea until it reaches a 

slight concavity. The concave cornea reflects the light rays in different 

directions away from the receiver. Subsequently, the air pulse generator stops 

increasing the strength of the air pulse. The cornea then gradually returns to the 

pre-defined flattened shape and back to its original convexity. When the cornea 

has returned to the pre-defined flattened state, the light rays are reflected 

maximally to the receiver. The corresponding pressure is the second 

applanation pressure (P2). For a perfectly elastic material, there should be no 

pressure difference in the air-pulse between the first and second applanation 

signals. The cornea does not act like an elastic material. A difference between 

the first and second applanation pressures has been demonstrated. The 
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manufacturer of ORA termed the difference between P1 and P2 as corneal 

hysteresis (CH), which is a new parameter measuring the viscous damping of 

the cornea. Corneal resistance factor (CRF) is another parameter determined 

with a formula (P1 minus k * P2), where k is a constant. This constant factor is 

0.7, which is determined by P1, P2 and central corneal thickness (CT) (Kotecha 

et al., 2006). The CRF is suggested as a measurement of “overall resistance” of 

the cornea (Luce, 2005).  

 

After the first report by Luce (2005), ORA has gained more and more popularity 

and has recently aroused the interest of corneal researchers in the biomechanical 

properties of the cornea. Several recent studies have reported CH and CRF in 

normal patients. A number of studies have investigated the variations of CH and 

CRF with age (Kotecha et al., 2006, Kida et al., 2008), their relationships with 

the central corneal thickness (Kida et al., 2006, Kotecha et al., 2006, Shah et al., 

2006, Lam et al., 2007, Lu et al., 2007c), and with axial length (Lim et al., 2008, 

Shen et al., 2008, Wells et al., 2008). Changes of CH and CRF after refractive 

surgery (Luce, 2005, Ortiz et al., 2007, Pepose et al., 2007, Kirwan and Okeefe, 

2008), from contact lens wear (Lu et al., 2007c), from ocular massage (Lam and 

Chen, 2007a), from photodynamic collagen cross-linking treatment (Goldich et 
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al., 2009), from short-term ortho-k (Gonzalez-Meijome et al., 2008b) and after 

glaucoma treatment (Sun et al., 2009) have also been reported (Table 1.1). 

Corneal biomechanical properties could also be different in pathological ocular 

conditions, for example, a cornea with keratoconus (Luce, 2005, Ortiz et al., 

2007, Shah et al., 2007), Fuchs’ dystrophy (Luce, 2005) and glaucoma 

(Mangouritsas et al., 2008, Kotecha et al., 2009).  
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Table 1.1. Summary of corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor changes with different interventions in previous studies. 
Corneal biomechanics (mmHg) 

Corneal hysteresis (CH) Corneal resistance factor (CRF) Studies Intervention 

Before After Changes Before After Changes 

Luce, 2005 LASIK - - (Decrease) - - - 

Ortiz et al., 2007 LASIK 10.4 ± 1.7 9.3 ± 1.9 -1.1 
(Decrease) 10.1 ± 2.0 8.1 ± 1.8 -2.0 

(Decrease) 

Pepose et al., 2007 LASIK 9.7 ± 1.8 8.0 ± 1.6 *-1.7 ± 1.5 
(Decrease) 9.5 ± 1.9 6.7 ± 1.7 *-2.8 ± 1.6 

(Decrease) 

LASIK 10.8 ± 1.4 9.0 ± 1.3 *-1.9 ± 1.2 
(Decrease) - - - 

Kirwan and Okeefe, 
2008 

LASEK 10.7 ± 1.7 8.6 ± 2.1 *-2.2 ± 1.3 
(Decrease) - - - 

Lu et al, 2007c Contact lens patching (3 hours) 11.5 ± 1.4 11.6 ± 1.1 +0.1 
(Increase) 9.6 ± 1.9 10.2 ± 1.5 *+0.6 

(Increase) 

Lam and Chen, 2007a Ocular massage (10 minutes) 11.0 ± 1.3 11.6 ± 1.5 *+0.5 
(Increase) 11.0 ± 1.6 10.7 ± 1.7 *-0.3 

(Decrease) 

Goldich et al., 2009 Photodynamic collagen cross-linking treatment  
(6 months) 8.4 ± 1.3 8.1 ± 1.3 -0.3 

(Decrease) 7.2 ± 1.8 7.2 ± 1.5 0.0 
(No change) 

Sun et al., 2009 Treatment for chronic primary angle closure 
glaucoma (4 weeks) 6.8 ± 2.1 9.5 ± 1.7 *+2.7 

(Increase) - - - 

LASIK and LASEK = Laser in situ keratomileusis and Laser-assisted subepithelial keratectomy respectively. 
* indicates significant difference obtained before and after intervention in the study reported.  

 1 
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The role of corneal biomechanics in long-term ortho-k is still unclear. Could 

corneal biomechanics be used to predict the ortho-k effect? In the 1980s, Polse et 

al. (1983b) reported that the cornea could return to its original shape after 

cessation of lens wear due to its elastic property. They were probably the first 

group to consider the biomechanical properties of the cornea in ortho-k treatment. 

Carkeet et al. (1995) attempted to correlate ocular rigidity with the efficacy of the 

ortho-k effect. They were unable to ascertain any relationship with ocular rigidity 

in various responders. The derived ocular rigidity, obtained by Friedenwald’s 

formula, was a measure of the elastic properties of the whole eyeball, rather than 

just corneal biomechanics (Carkeet et al., 1995).  

 

Presently, modern ortho-k lens design possesses a much steeper reverse curve, 

and one or two alignment curves, compared with the previous 3-curve lens 

design (Carkeet et al., 1995, Dave and Ruston, 1998, Swarbrick et al., 1998, Lui 

and Edwards, 2000). The profile of tear layer thickness is no longer identical to 

the 3-curve design while a narrower and deeper tear reservoir is formed under the 

reverse curve (Mountford et al., 2004). The differential thickness of the tear layer 

between the posterior lens surface of these reverse geometry lenses and the 

anterior corneal profile creates a relative positive pressure at the corneal centre 
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and a negative pressure at the mid-periphery. This pressure difference is believed 

to reshape the cornea causing a dramatic change, including both the anterior 

(Alharbi et al., 2005, Cho et al., 2005, Hiraoka et al., 2006, Johnson et al., 2007, 

Tsukiyama et al., 2008) and possibly posterior corneal curvatures (Owen et al., 

2004). Alharbi et al. (2005) hypothesized that the relative positive pressure under 

the lens centre of the reverse geometry lens generates a clamping effect, which 

restricts hypoxic oedema induced from sleeping whilst wearing ortho-k lenses. 

This positive pressure may alter corneal biomechanics.  

 

Gonzalez-Meijome et al. (2008b) were the first group to study the correlations of 

CH and CRF with the changes in keratometry after 3-hours of ortho-k lens wear. 

They demonstrated a positive relationship between steepest keratometry reading 

change in ortho-k treatment phase and corneal hysteresis, while negative 

relationship was obtained in recovery phase. Based on the results, they suggested 

that the mechanism of ortho-k treatment involves corneal bending in addition to 

corneal epithelial change. However, no posterior corneal measurement was 

involved in their study to support their suggestion of corneal bending with ortho-

k treatment. Also, the sample size was small and the short duration of ortho-k 

lens wear was limited to 3 hours only. Long-term changes in corneal 
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biomechanics with ortho-k treatment were not studied.  

 

Knowledge of the short- and long-term corneal biomechanical changes when 

undergoing ortho-k treatment and recovery is still very limited: the corneal 

parameters CH and CRF may be affected in ortho-k. Could they play a role in 

predicting the efficacy of ortho-k?  

 

1.5.3 Topographic corneal thickness 

Swarbrick et al. (1998) were the first to report epithelial thinning after one 

week of ortho-k treatment and hypothesized that the myopic reduction during 

ortho-k is achieved by the redistribution of the epithelial cells and the anterior 

stroma. Both compression of epithelial cells and loss of the superficial 

epithelial layer have also been suggested. Some studies on overnight ortho-k 

treatment further demonstrated induced epithelial thinning in the central cornea, 

but without the involvement of the corneal stroma (Alharbi and Swarbrick, 

2003, Wang et al., 2003). Mid-peripheral corneal thickening, which originates 

in the corneal stroma after ortho-k lens wear, has been further revealed (Alharbi 

and Swarbrick, 2003, Wang et al., 2003). Choo et al. (2004) have shown 

compression and thickening of epithelial cells at different corneal regions with 
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ortho-k lens wear, which has been discussed in the previous section (Section 

1.5.1).  

 

For the endothelium, no changes in cell density or morphology were found 

(Fan et al., 1999, Hiraoka et al., 2004). Most of these studies measured the 

corneal thickness along the horizontal meridian only, while other locations 

were not reported. This might be due to the limitations of the instruments since 

the eye is required to look up and down for the vertical meridian measurement, 

which might be hindered by the eyelids. Modified optical pachymeter or optical 

coherence tomographer (OCT) was used, which might limit the measurements 

of corneal thickness along the horizontal meridian. Further study is required to 

investigate topographic corneal thickness changes with ortho-k lens wear.  

 

1.6 Conclusions 

The technique of ortho-k has being developing for nearly five decades. It is a 

clinical technique to reduce refractive error temporarily, improve unaided vision 

and possibly control myopic progression. The efficacy of this technique is well 

documented. Many uncertainties and problems with this technique have been 

raised in previous studies. In particular, the involvement of the posterior cornea 
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and corneal biomechanics in ortho-k treatment are still unclear. These 

uncertainties aroused the author’s interest to investigate the short- and long-term 

changes in posterior corneal shape and corneal biomechanics with the modern 

ortho-k treatment. 
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Chapter 2 

Aims of the study 

2.1 Knowledge gaps 

The uncertainties regarding changes in the posterior corneal curvature, corneal 

biomechanics and topographic corneal thickness with ortho-k lens wear have 

been pointed out in the previous chapter. This is the first study to investigate 

changes in all these parameters with ortho-k lens wear. 

 

2.2 Aims of the study 

The aims of this study are to investigate the short-term and long-term ortho-k 

effects on corneal parameters including posterior corneal curvature, corneal 

biomechanical properties and topographical corneal thickness. In addition, the 

long-term ortho-k effects and recovery from cessation of successful lens wear 

on these corneal parameters are investigated.  

 

The questions asked include: 

1. What are the short-term effects of ortho-k on the posterior corneal 

curvature, corneal biomechanical properties and topographical corneal 

thickness? 
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To address this question, the above parameters will be measured with 

the use of a new corneal topographer and ORA, after short-term (from 

minutes up to one overnight) ortho-k lens wear.  

Null hypothesis: There is no change in the posterior corneal curvature, 

corneal biomechanical properties and topographical corneal thickness 

after short-term ortho-k treatment. 

 

2. What are the long-term ortho-k effects on posterior corneal curvature, 

corneal biomechanical properties and topographical corneal thickness? 

To address this question, the above parameters will be measured, with 

the use of the corneal topographer and ORA, after a long-term (6 

months) ortho-k lens wear.  

Null hypothesis: There is no change in the posterior corneal curvature, 

corneal biomechanical properties and topographical corneal thickness 

after long-term ortho-k treatment. 

 

3. How do posterior corneal curvature, corneal biomechanical properties 

and topographical corneal thickness return to normal during the daytime 

after lens removal with ortho-k treatment? 
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To address this question, the above parameters will be monitored after 

lens removal, with the use of the corneal topographer and ORA, on the 

first day after 6 months of ortho-k lens wear.  

Null hypothesis: There is no change in the posterior corneal curvature, 

corneal biomechanical properties and topographical corneal thickness 

during the first day after lens removal from successful ortho-k lens wear. 

 

4. How do posterior corneal curvature, corneal biomechanical properties 

and topographical corneal thickness return to their original state after 

the cessation of lens wear after long-term of ortho-k treatment? 

To address this question, with the use of the corneal topographer and 

ORA, the above parameters will be measured over a 2-month recovery 

period after cessation of long-term ortho-k treatment.  

Null hypothesis: There is no change in the posterior corneal curvature, 

corneal biomechanical properties and topographical corneal thickness 

within 6 months after ortho-k treatment.  
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Chapter 3 

An evaluation of a rotating Scheimpflug based corneal topography, 

the Pentacam system 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will evaluate the performance of a rotating Scheimpflug based 

corneal topographer, the Pentacam system. The Pentacam is an essential 

instrument used in this project to assess the longitudinal changes in anterior and 

posterior corneal curvatures, and topographic corneal thickness with ortho-k lens 

wear. Therefore, an instrument giving repeatable measurements is very important. 

Detailed investigations of its performance, in terms of intra-observer reliability 

and inter-session repeatability, on a number of corneal parameters including, 

anterior and posterior corneal curvatures at the corneal centre and mid-periphery, 

and topographic corneal thickness will be discussed in this chapter.  

 

3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 Subjects 

Thirty-nine subjects (20 males and 19 females) were recruited, who were free 

from ocular and general diseases. One eye was randomly selected from each of 

these subjects (19 right and 20 left eyes). All subjects were aged from 20 to 26 
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years [mean ± standard deviation (SD): 22.3 ± 1.9 years]. They had normal VA 

(6/6 or better) with a mean ± SD SER of −3.28 ± 2.93 D. The exclusion criteria 

included a history of corneal abnormality, refractive surgery or orthokeratology 

treatment. All procedures followed the Declaration of Helsinki and the protocol 

was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the university. Informed 

consent was obtained from the subjects after the procedures were explained. 

 

3.2.2 Instrument 

The Pentacam system (Oculus, Germany) is a rotating Scheimpflug imaging-

based corneal topographer. Figure 3.1 shows the instrument used in the current 

study. The system can be selected to capture 25 or 50 slit images per scan each 

containing 500 data points per image. In 2005, an updated version, Pentacam HR 

(Oculus, Germany) was commercially launched, which is slightly different from 

the original version. The new version is equipped with a 1.45 megapixel camera 

to maximally capture up to 100 Scheimpflug images per scan and 1,380 data 

points per image.  

 

In the current study, the original system with the “25 image mode” was used and 

the software version was 1.12. Subjects were asked to fixate on an internal target 
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inside the instrument. The joystick was adjusted until a perfect alignment was 

obtained. The instrument automatically took one scan by rotating the camera 360 

degrees. Twenty-five Scheimpflug images were captured within 2 seconds from 

each scan. A 3-dimensional mathematical model of the anterior segment was 

constructed. The corneal parameters were automatically generated. Only scans 

registered as ‘‘OK’’ according to the Examination Quality Specifications of the 

Pentacam were stored. If the quality of scan was affected by different errors, 

including poor fixation, misalignment or missing segments, yellow or red colour 

with the error was shown. According to the user’s manual, examiner is suggested 

repeating the scan if the Examination Quality Specifications is not registered as 

“OK”.   
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3.2.3 Study protocol 

Three consecutive images were captured for intra-observer reliability analysis. 

For inter-session repeatability analysis, the same procedures were repeated on a 

separate day, one to two weeks apart, at approximately the same time of day to 

minimize the diurnal effects. All the measurement data were stored in the 

computer system on the measurement day and retrieved for analysis on another 

day. 

 

Figure 3.1. The front view of the Pentacam system. 
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3.2.4 Measurements 

3.2.4.1 Anterior and posterior simulated keratometric readings and mid-

peripheral corneal curvatures  

The simulated keratometric (Sim K) readings along the flattest and steepest 

meridians were studied in the central 3.0 mm zone. The Sim K readings were 

further converted into rectangular Fourier form using the orthogonal power 

vector methods developed by Thibos et al. (1997). The vector presentation 

included M, J0 and J45, which are mean keratometric reading, power vectors 

along horizontal or vertical meridians, and along oblique meridians, respectively. 

For the mid-peripheral corneal curvatures (mPCC), six automated mPCC 

measurements in the 4.0 mm zone were extracted. These were 60 degrees apart 

and generated at a 2.0 mm radius from the corneal apex. Figure 3.2 shows the 

locations at which the six mPCC were extracted from the Pentacam. As either 

right or left eye was included; all of the left eye data were transposed into the 

same convention with reference to the right eye in the data analysis. Figures 3.3 

and 3.4 are schematic diagrams demonstrating how the Sim K readings and 

mPCC from the right and left eyes were matched in the transposition. The six 

mPCC were categorised as superior, superior nasal, inferior nasal, inferior, 
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inferior temporal and superior temporal. Both tangential and axial curvatures 

were analysed.  

 

Figure 3.2. An example of the Pentacam printout (Right eye) extracted from the 
system. The numbers squared are corneal curvatures at the 4 mm zone defaulted 
by the system.  

S = Superior, SN = Superior nasal, IN = Inferior nasal, I = Inferior, IT = Inferior temporal, ST = 

Superior temporal 
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Figure 3.3. The central simulated keratometric readings. Data from the left eye 
has been transposed to match with that from the right eye for data analysis.  
 

R and L = Right and left eyes respectively, L’ = Transposed left eye. 

Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric reading respectively 

S = Superior, SN = Superior nasal, IN = Inferior nasal, I = Inferior, IT = Inferior temporal, ST = 

Superior temporal 

’ 
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Figure 3.4. The peripheral corneal curvatures at 6 locations. Data from the left eye 
has been transposed to match with that from the right eye for data analysis.  
 

R and L = Right and left eyes respectively, L’ = Transposed left eye. 

S = Superior, SN = Superior nasal, IN = Inferior nasal, I = Inferior, IT = Inferior temporal, ST = 

Superior temporal 

 

’ 
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3.2.4.2 Anterior and posterior best-fit spheres 

The anterior and posterior reference best-fit spheres (BFS) were automatically 

generated by the system software at central 5 mm and 8 mm diameter zones, 

respectively. The average BFS, calculated from 3 consecutive readings, was 

compared between visits.  

 

3.2.4.3 Topographic corneal thickness 

Topographic corneal thickness was measured. The central corneal thickness 

refers to corneal thickness measured at the corneal apex and the mid-peripheral 

corneal thickness refers to corneal thickness at the nasal, inferior, temporal and 

superior regions at distances of 1.5 mm and 2.5 mm from the corneal apex, 

respectively. Corneal thickness at different regions was determined and 

compared at the two visits.  

 

3.2.5 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS software (version 13.0, SPSS, 

Inc.). The intra-observer reliability of all parameters was tested using the 

Cronbach’s alpha test (α) and the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC). In 

general, an α value of 0.70 is considered satisfactory but a value of 0.90 is 
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required in clinical applications (Bland and Altman, 1997). For the ICC, a 

value above 0.75 indicates good intra-observer reliability. Most clinical 

applications require a value of at least 0.90 (Portney and Watkins, 2000). For 

inter-session repeatability analysis, all parameters were compared between 

visits. All the data were tested for normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

test. The level of significance was set at 5%. Agreements between the two 

visits were studied using the Bland-Altman limits of agreement (Bland and 

Altman, 1986). The coefficient of repeatability (COR; ± 1.96 * SD of the 

differences) was calculated to provide an interval in which 95% of the 

differences between visits fell. Agreement between two visits was studied using 

two approaches. The first approach compared the first readings of the two visits, 

whereas, the second used the average of three consecutive readings from each 

visit for comparison. Relative repeatability (RR) was calculated as a percentage 

of the ratio of COR to the mean value of the measure to enhance the ease of 

clinical interpretation of the results (Shankar et al., 2008).  
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Intra-observer reliability  

3.3.1.1 Anterior and posterior simulated keratometric readings and mid-

peripheral corneal curvatures  

The intra-observer reliability of the Pentacam system was shown to be very good 

in the anterior and posterior Sim K measurements (α ≥ 0.990; ICC ≥ 0.972) 

(Table 3.1). It was also reliable in the power vectors (M, J0 and J45) at the 

anterior corneal surface (α ≥ 0.960; ICC ≥ 0.888) but was generally decreased at 

the posterior corneal surface (α ≥ 0.896; ICC ≥ 0.742). Comparable results were 

also demonstrated in the six mPCC calculated from the tangential map at the 

anterior corneal surface, and was very reliable (α ≥ 0.965; ICC ≥ 0.901) (Table 

3.2). The results for the anterior axial mPCC were similar and even more reliable 

(α ≥ 0.995; ICC ≥ 0.984). For the posterior mPCC, the tangential corneal 

curvatures indicated good reliability (α ≥ 0.950; ICC ≥ 0.863) except at the 

superior region (α = 0.891; ICC = 0.732). The reliability indices were higher for 

the axial posterior corneal curvatures at all regions (α ≥ 0.970; ICC ≥ 0.916).  
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Table 3.1. The reliability indices of simulated keratometric readings along the flattest and steepest 
meridians, power vectors (M, J0 and J45) at the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces. 

 Parameters  α ICC 
Anterior Sim Kflat  0.999 0.996 

 Sim Ksteep  0.999 0.997 
 M  0.998 0.995 
 J0  0.993 0.979 
 J45  0.960 0.888 

Posterior Sim Kflat  0.990 0.972 
 Sim Ksteep  0.994 0.983 
 M  0.990 0.970 
 J0  0.925 0.804 
 J45  0.896 0.742 

α = Cronbach’s alpha; ICC = Intra-class Correlation Coefficient  
Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep = Simulated keratometric readings along flattest and steepest meridians 
respectively  
M = Mean of the Flattest and Steepest simulated keratometric readings, J0 = Power vector along 90° 
/ 180°; J45 = Power vector along 45° / 135° 

 

Table 3.2. The reliability indices of mid-peripheral corneal curvatures at the anterior and posterior 
corneal surfaces. 

 Tangential Axial  Regions Α ICC α ICC 
Anterior S 0.965 0.901 0.997 0.990 

 SN 0.988 0.965 0.995 0.986 
 IN 0.984 0.953 0.997 0.990 
 I 0.987 0.963 0.995 0.984 
 IT 0.994 0.982 0.997 0.990 
 ST 0.972 0.919 0.995 0.986 

Posterior S 0.891 0.732 0.970 0.916 
 SN 0.961 0.892 0.979 0.940 
 IN 0.952 0.869 0.979 0.940 
 I 0.968 0.909 0.982 0.948 
 IT 0.950 0.863 0.982 0.947 
 ST 0.954 0.874 0.987 0.961 

α = Cronbach’s alpha; ICC = Intra-class Correlation Coefficient 
S = Superior, SN = Superior nasal, IN = Inferior nasal, I = Inferior, IT = Inferior temporal, ST = 
Superior temporal 
S, SN, IN, I, IT and ST are 6 automated mid-peripheral corneal curvatures, 60 degree apart, taken 
clockwise from 12 o’clock at a 2.0 mm radius from the corneal apex and are given for tangential 
and axial topography maps.  
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3.3.1.2 Anterior and posterior best-fit spheres 

For the best fit spheres at the 5 mm and 8 mm zones, the performance was very 

good at the anterior corneal surface (α ≥ 0.999; ICC ≥ 0.998). Although the 

performance was slightly decreased at the posterior corneal surface, the intra-

observer reliability indices were also high (α = 0.997; ICC ≥ 0.990) (Table 3.3).  

 

Table 3.3. The reliability indices of best-fit spheres at the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces.
 Best-fit sphere α ICC 

Anterior 5.0 mm zone 0.999 0.998 
 8.0 mm zone 1.000 0.999 

Posterior 5.0 mm zone 0.997 0.990 
 8.0 mm zone 0.997 0.991 

α = Cronbach’s alpha; ICC = Intra-class Correlation Coefficient 

 

3.3.1.3 Topographic corneal thickness 

The reliability of the central corneal thickness measurement at the apex was high 

(α = 0.995; ICC = 0.986). Topographic CT from Pentacam at different regions all 

had α ≥ 0.988 and ICC ≥ 0.966 (Table 3.4).  

 

Table 3.4. The reliability indices of topographic corneal thickness measurements. 
 α ICC 

Corneal apex 0.995 0.986 
Nasal 0.997 0.972 

Mid-nasal 0.993 0.980 
Inferior 0.992 0.977 

Mid-inferior 0.994 0.983 
Temporal 0.988 0.966 

Mid-temporal 0.993 0.980 
Superior 0.990 0.970 

Mid-superior 0.993 0.980 
α = Cronbach’s alpha; ICC = Intra-class Correlation Coefficient 
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3.3.2 Inter-session repeatability  

3.3.2.1 Anterior and posterior simulated keratometric readings and mid-

peripheral corneal curvatures 

The Pentacam’s inter-session repeatability was evaluated using the first reading 

from each visit and the average result of three readings from each visit. Table 

3.5a shows the anterior mean value (visits 1 and 2), difference (visit 1 minus 

visit 2), COR, RR of Sim K, power vectors (M, J0 and J45) and mPCC between 

the two visits. Two approaches (first reading versus average result) also showed 

good repeatability for the Sim K, but using the average result could ensure the 

COR would be within 0.25 D, with a corresponding RR of less than 0.5%. For 

the power vectors, M had a similar performance to the Sim K measurement. 

Although greater RR was shown in J0 and J45, their COR were within ± 0.25 D 

using both approaches. 

 

For the mPCC, axial curvatures were more repeatable than the tangential 

curvatures. The superior region yielded the worst repeatability. When using the 

average result, all COR of the tangential curvatures were less than ± 1.00 D, 

whereas using the first reading, the COR was slightly over ± 1.00 D at the 

superior and superior temporal regions. Comparing the repeatability of the axial 
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curvatures using the two approaches, the COR was as great as ± 1.03 D (for the 

superior region) when using the first reading with a corresponding RR of 2.37%. 

When using the average result, the COR at all regions were within 0.50 D with 

the RR around 1.0%.  

 

Table 3.5b shows the analysis of repeatability of the posterior corneal curvatures. 

The central posterior Sim K and power vectors (M, J0 and J45) showed good 

repeatability. All COR of the Sim K and power vectors were within 0.15 D using 

the first reading and the COR reduced to within 0.09 D using the average result. 

Similar to the anterior cornea, the RR values were very large for J0 and J45. The 

posterior tangential curvatures were more variable than the axial curvatures, 

similar to the anterior mPCC. The tangential curvature at the superior region was 

still the least repeatable (first reading approach: COR = ± 0.50 D, RR = −7.96%) 

compared to the other regions. In the “first reading” approach (that is comparing 

the first reading from each visit), the COR of the tangential curvatures (except 

the superior region) were within 0.35 D and RR within −5.31%. The average 

result approach reduced the COR to ± 0.37 D or lower for all regions. On the 

axial curvatures, the COR from using the first reading for all regions were within 

0.23 D, whereas they were within 0.16 D using the average result. 
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Table 3.5a. The anterior mean value (visits 1 and 2), difference (visit 1 minus visit 2), COR and RR of simulated keratometric readings along the flattest and steepest 
meridians, power vectors (M, J0 and J45), and mid-peripheral corneal curvatures (S, SN, IN, I, IT and ST) between the 2 visits. 

Anterior  Approach 1: First reading from each visit Approach 2: Average of 3 readings from each visit 
  Mean ± SD   Mean ± SD   
  Mean value (D) Difference (D) COR (D) RR (%) Mean value (D) Difference (D) COR (D) RR (%) 
Sim Kflat 42.37 ± 1.18 −0.03 ± 0.10 ±0.19 0.46 42.37 ± 1.17 0.00 ± 0.10 ±0.20 0.48 
Sim Ksteep 43.68 ± 1.38 −0.03 ± 0.18 ±0.34 0.79 43.69 ± 1.37 −0.02 ± 0.11 ±0.21 0.48 

M 43.01 ± 1.22 −0.02 ± 0.12 ±0.23 0.53 43.01 ± 1.21 0.00 ± 0.09 ±0.17 0.40 
J0 0.60 ± 0.42 0.00 ± 0.10 ±0.20 32.88 0.60 ± 0.42 −0.01 ± 0.06 ±0.11 18.85 
J45 0.05 ± 0.18 0.02 ± 0.10 ±0.20 382.31 0.07 ± 0.19 0.03 ± 0.10 ±0.20 291.11 

S 43.16 ± 1.73 0.03 ± 0.59 ±1.15 2.66 43.19 ± 1.77 0.09 ± 0.48 ±0.95 2.20 Tangential 
Power SN 41.91 ± 1.35 −0.02 ± 0.39 ±0.76 1.82 41.92 ± 1.36 −0.03 ± 0.32 ±0.63 1.51 

 IN 41.92 ± 1.33 −0.10 ± 0.46 ±0.90 2.14 41.88 ± 1.29 −0.06 ± 0.38 ±0.74 1.77 
 I 43.26 ± 1.65 −0.08 ± 0.46 ±0.90 2.08 43.28 ± 1.61 −0.06 ± 0.31 ±0.60 1.39 
 IT 42.83 ± 1.39 0.00 ± 0.30 ±0.58 1.36 42.84 ± 1.37 0.01 ± 0.26 ±0.51 1.19 
 ST 42.88 ± 1.42 0.11 ± 0.56 ±1.10 2.56 42.93 ± 1.43 0.01 ± 0.41 ±0.81 1.88 

S 43.45 ± 1.53 −0.04 ± 0.53 ±1.03 2.37 43.48 ± 1.51 −0.05 ± 0.23 ±0.44 1.02 Axial 
Power SN 42.33 ± 1.24 −0.07 ± 0.20 ±0.38 0.90 42.33 ± 1.23 −0.04 ± 0.16 ±0.32 0.75 

 IN 42.67 ± 1.21 0.01 ± 0.26 ±0.51 1.20 42.71 ± 1.23 0.04 ± 0.22 ±0.44 1.03 
 I 43.86 ± 1.42 0.02 ± 0.35 ±0.68 1.56 43.87 ± 1.41 0.06 ± 0.23 ±0.45 1.02 
 IT 42.74 ± 1.26 0.01 ± 0.24 ±0.46 1.09 42.74 ± 1.26 −0.01 ± 0.19 ±0.36 0.85 

 ST 42.70 ± 1.26 −0.02 ± 0.28 ±0.55 1.29 42.69 ± 1.22 0.00 ± 0.20 ±0.40 0.93 
Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep = Simulated keratometric readings along flattest and steepest meridians respectively 
M = Mean of the Flattest and Steepest simulated keratometric readings, J0 = Power vector along 90° / 180°; J45 = Power vector along 45° / 135°  
S = Superior, SN = Superior nasal, IN = Inferior nasal, I = Inferior, IT = Inferior temporal, ST = Superior temporal 
S, SN, IN, I, IT and ST are 6 automated mid-peripheral corneal curvatures, 60 degree apart, taken clockwise from 12 o’clock at a 2.0 mm radius from the corneal apex 
and are given for tangential and axial topography maps.  
COR = Coefficient of repeatability (±1.96 * standard deviation of the difference); RR = Relative repeatability  
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Table 3.5b. The posterior mean value (visits 1 and 2), difference (visit 1 minus visit 2), COR and RR of simulated keratometric readings along the flattest and steepest 
meridians, power vectors (M, J0 and J45), and mid-peripheral corneal curvatures (S, SN, IN, I, IT and ST) between the 2 visits. 

Anterior  Approach 1: First reading from each visit Approach 2: Average of 3 readings from each visit 
  Mean ± SD   Mean ± SD   
  Mean value (D) Difference (D) COR (D) RR (%) Mean value (D) Difference (D) COR (D) RR (%) 
Sim Kflat −6.03 ± 0.22 0.00 ± 0.06 ±0.12 −1.92 −6.03 ± 0.22 0.01 ± 0.03 ±0.06 −1.02 
Sim Ksteep −6.45 ± 0.23 0.01 ± 0.08 ±0.15 −2.29 −6.45 ± 0.24 0.00 ± 0.05 ±0.09 −1.39 

M −6.23 ± 0.22 0.00 ± 0.05 ±0.10 −1.64 −6.23 ± 0.22 0.00 ± 0.03 ±0.06 −0.88 
J0 −0.20 ± 0.07 0.00 ± 0.05 ±0.10 −49.64 −0.20 ± 0.07 0.00 ± 0.03 ± 0.06 −32.45 
J45 −0.03 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.04 ±0.08 −246.75 −0.04 ± 0.05 −0.01 ± 0.03 ± 0.06 −169.73 

S −6.34 ± 0.35 0.03 ± 0.26 ±0.50 −7.96 −6.32 ± 0.33 −0.01 ± 0.19 ±0.37 −5.80 Tangential 
Power SN −6.59 ± 0.31 0.03 ± 0.18 ±0.35 −5.31 −6.58 ± 0.29 0.03 ± 0.11 ±0.22 −3.38 

 IN −6.48 ± 0.27 −0.01 ± 0.14 ±0.28 −4.35 −6.46 ± 0.27 0.00 ± 0.14 ±0.27 −4.11 
 I −6.54 ± 0.29 0.04 ± 0.18 ±0.35 −5.30 −6.54 ± 0.28 0.02 ± 0.12 ±0.24 −3.74 
 IT −6.45 ± 0.25 0.03 ± 0.16 ±0.32 −4.92 −6.45 ± 0.24 −0.01 ± 0.11 ±0.22 −3.39 
 ST −6.53 ± 0.26 0.04 ± 0.16 ±0.32 −4.84 −6.54 ± 0.26 0.00 ± 0.14 ±0.28 −4.27 

S −6.46 ± 0.25 0.02 ± 0.12 ±0.23 −3.55 −6.46 ± 0.26 −0.01 ± 0.08 ±0.16 −2.40 Axial 
Power SN −6.20 ± 0.23 0.01 ± 0.07 ±0.14 −2.20 −6.19 ± 0.23 0.01 ± 0.06 ±0.12 −1.97 

 IN −6.26 ± 0.21 0.02 ± 0.08 ±0.15 −2.35 −6.27 ± 0.22 0.01 ± 0.06 ±0.12 −1.94 
 I −6.48 ± 0.24 0.02 ± 0.07 ±0.14 −2.14 −6.48 ± 0.24 0.02 ± 0.07 ±0.13 −2.04 
 IT −6.22 ± 0.25 0.00 ± 0.08 ±0.16 −2.52 −6.23 ± 0.24 0.01 ± 0.05 ±0.09 −1.43 

 ST −6.17 ± 0.24 0.00 ± 0.07 ±0.14 −2.27 −6.17 ± 0.23 −0.01 ± 0.06 ±0.11 −1.85 
Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep = Simulated keratometric readings along flattest and steepest meridians respectively 
M = Mean of the Flattest and Steepest simulated keratometric readings, J0 = Power vector along 90° / 180°; J45 = Power vector along 45° / 135°  
S = Superior, SN = Superior nasal, IN = Inferior nasal, I = Inferior, IT = Inferior temporal, ST = Superior temporal 
S, SN, IN, I, IT and ST are 6 automated mid-peripheral corneal curvatures, 60 degree apart, taken clockwise from 12 o’clock at a 2.0 mm radius from the corneal apex 
and are given for tangential and axial topography maps. 
COR = Coefficient of repeatability (±1.96 * standard deviation of the difference); RR = Relative repeatability  
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3.3.2.2 Anterior and posterior best-fit spheres 

Table 3.6 lists the mean values, the mean difference, COR and RR of the 

anterior and posterior BFS between 2 visits. When comparing the first reading 

from each visit, the difference was greater with a larger COR than that when 

comparing the average from 3 consecutive readings. The COR using the first 

reading BFS were 71.5 μm at the 5 mm zone and 81.3 μm at the 8 mm zone, 

while the COR using averaged posterior BFS were 47.0 μm at the 5 mm zone 

and 63.5 μm at the 8 mm zone. All of the RR were minimal (limited to within 

0.10%). Similarly, the RR generally improved with the second approach.  

 

Table 3.6. The mean value (visits 1 and 2), difference (visit 1 minus visit 2), COR and RR of anterior and posterior 
best-fit spheres at 5 mm and 8 mm zones between the 2 visits. 

  Approach 1: 
 First reading from each visit 

Approach 2:  
Average of 3 readings from each visit 

  Mean ± SD   Mean ± SD   
Best-fit 
sphere 

Mean 
value (mm) 

Difference 
(μm) 

COR 
(μm) 

RR  
(%) 

Mean 
value (mm)

Difference 
(μm) 

COR 
(μm)

RR  
(%) 

Anterior         
5.0 mm Zone 7.86 ± 0.22 5.6 ± 18.3 35.9 0.07 7.86 ± 0.22 0.7 ± 13.4 26.3 0.009
8.0 mm Zone 7.91± 0.23 1.8 ± 13.5 26.5 0.02 7.91 ± 0.23 0.1 ± 11.8 23.1 0.001

Posterior         
5.0 mm Zone 6.41 ± 0.23 6.4 ± 36.5 71.5 0.10 6.41 ± 0.23 5.3 ± 24.0 47.0 0.08 
8.0 mm Zone 6.43 ± 0.21 4.4 ± 41.5 81.3 0.07 6.42 ± 0.21 2.6 ± 32.4 63.5 0.04 
COR = Coefficient of repeatability (±1.96 * standard deviation of the difference); RR = Relative repeatability 
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3.3.2.3 Topographic corneal thickness 

Table 3.7 shows the topographic CT from the two visits. When comparing the 

first reading from each visit, the difference was greater with a larger COR than 

that when comparing the average from 3 consecutive readings. All COR using 

the “first reading” approach were generally greater than the COR using the 

“average result” approach except at the mid-superior region. Also, all RR were 

limited to 2.7% when using the “average result” approach, except at the 

superior region (3.90%).  

 

Table 3.7. The mean value (visits 1 and 2), difference (visit 1 minus visit 2), COR and RR of topographic 
corneal thickness between the 2 visits. 

 Approach 1: 
 First reading from each visit 

Approach 2:  
Average of 3 readings from each visit 

 Mean ± SD   Mean ± SD   

 Mean value 
(μm) 

Difference 
(μm) 

COR 
(μm) 

RR 
(%)

Mean value 
(μm) 

Difference 
(μm) 

COR 
(μm)

RR 
(%)

Corneal apex 557.9 ± 33.0 4.2 ± 7.7 15.1 2.71 558.5 ± 33.3 2.1 ± 6.9 13.5 2.43
Nasal 617.5 ± 35.1 4.1 ± 9.3  18.2 2.94 617.9 ± 35.6 3.5 ± 7.8 15.3 2.47

Mid-nasal 576.0 ± 33.0 4.2 ± 7.5 14.7 2.55 576.9 ± 33.4 2.7 ± 6.8 13.4 2.32
Inferior 605.5 ± 34.8 5.2 ± 10.5 20.6 3.40 605.1 ± 35.4 3.2 ± 7.6 14.8 2.45

Mid-inferior 569.2 ± 33.1 4.4 ± 8.9 17.4 3.06 569.4 ± 33.5 2.1 ± 6.5 12.7 2.23
Temporal 599.3 ± 37.8 4.3 ± 9.4 18.3 3.06 600.3 ± 38.6 1.9 ± 8.1  15.8 2.64

Mid-temporal 566.7 ± 35.0 4.2 ± 8.0  15.6 2.75 567.6 ± 35.5 2.0 ± 7.0 13.7 2.41
Superior 641.3 ± 34.9 5.4 ± 14.3 28.1 4.38 641.8 ± 34.8 2.3 ± 12.9  25.2 3.90

Mid-superior 590.0 ± 33.3 3.7 ± 7.8 15.3 2.60 591.0 ± 33.5 1.9 ± 8.0 15.7 2.65
COR = Coefficient of repeatability (±1.96 * standard deviation of the difference); RR = Relative repeatability 

 

 

 

 

http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-bin/fulltext/118487539/main.html,ftx_abs#t2#t2
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Intra-observer reliability 

The Sim K, power vectors (M, J0 and J45) and BFS at both 5 mm and 8 mm 

zones show very good intra-observer reliability at the anterior corneal surface 

(α ≥ 0.960 and ICC ≥ 0.888). Although the intra-observer reliability was high, 

taking three readings to generate an average result for analysis is better than 

just taking one reading, as most of the previous studies did using either Orbscan 

or Pentacam. The reliability on posterior corneal measurements in terms of 

power vectors and BFS was not as good as the anterior cornea but the 

performance on the Sim K measurements was still good (α ≥ 0.990 and ICC ≥ 

0.972). The M vector was as reliable as the Sim K but J0 and J45 were less 

reliable (α ≥ 0.896 and ICC ≥ 0.742). J0 and J45 were converted into rectangular 

Fourier form from the Sim K (Thibos et al., 1997). The BFS at the posterior 

corneal surface were at least α = 0.997 and ICC = 0.990. This is in line with the 

suggestion that the α and ICC should be at least 0.90 (Portney and Watkins, 

2000). 

 

The larger variability of measurements on the posterior corneal surface could be 

explained by the assumptions made to remedy the distortion in the Scheimpflug 
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image (geometrical distortion due to the camera’s configuration) and the 

magnification of the posterior corneal surface by the anterior corneal surface 

(optical distortion of the image due to the anterior corneal surface preceding the 

posterior corneal surface). The variability could also be attributed to the small 

refractive index difference at the cornea/aqueous humour interface (a difference 

of 0.04) compared to the difference at the air/cornea interface (a difference of 

0.376), which can lead to a difficulty in identifying the posterior corneal surface 

given the lower contrast difference (Shankar et al., 2008). The intensity from the 

light emitting diode decreases after passing through the anterior corneal surface, 

which may decrease the resolution at the posterior corneal surface on the 

captured Scheimpflug image. The decrease in performance of posterior J0 and J45 

(Table 3.1) could also be accounted for by a greater variability of the cylinder 

axis in repeated measurements. The Pentacam system provided reliable Sim K 

measurements at both surfaces. The anterior and posterior mPCC also showed 

good reliability (α ≥ 0.950 and ICC ≥ 0.863), except in the superior region at the 

posterior cornea (α = 0.891 and ICC = 0.732). Similar to the central corneal 

measurements, the posterior mPCC varied slightly more than the anterior mPCC 

in repeated within-session measurements. Although the tangential mPCC had 

slightly lower reliability compared with the axial mPCC (Table 3.2), almost all 
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ICC values were close to 0.900, which ensures a reasonable clinical reliability 

(Portney and Watkins, 2000). A greater variability in the tangential mPCC is due 

to a greater rate of change at the mid-peripheral cornea from tangential curvature 

as a function of calculating it locally compared to the axial curvature (Salmon 

and Horner, 1995, Shankar et al., 2008). In addition, the variability of the 

superior region was greatest at both corneal surfaces. The discrepancy in 

repeated measurements could be explained by corneal distortion exerted by the 

static pressure from the upper eyelid (Buehren et al., 2001) and by the shadows 

of eyelashes.  

 

For the CT measurement, the intra-observer reliability was good at all corneal 

regions. All of the α and ICC were at least 0.960. Table 3.4 lists the reliability 

coefficients of topographic corneal thickness measurements. The Pentacam 

system demonstrated stable CT measurements, probably because an internal 

fixation target is provided by the Pentacam whereas ultrasonic pachymetry does 

not. There is another camera in the Pentacam system that repeatedly monitors 

any minute eye movements during the rotational imaging process (Barkana et al., 

2005). One important benefit may be the short acquisition time for numerous 

readings with Pentacam. Pentacam is superior to Orbscan in central pachymetry 
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because it uses 25 slit images on each acquisition with all the images involving 

the central corneal region. In contrast, the Orbscan takes 40 independent images 

(20 scans to the right, 20 to the left) but not all the images are scanned through 

the central region (Modis et al., 2004) and its long acquisition time might be 

difficult for the subjects to hold still.  

 

3.4.2 Inter-session repeatability 

Two approaches were used (comparing the first reading from each visit and 

comparing the average of three consecutive readings from each visit) to analyse 

the inter-session repeatability in the current study. Shankar et al. (2008) 

reported good inter-observer repeatability with the Pentacam. Only one reading 

was taken for each subject, which is similar to the first approach. The inter-

session repeatability (from the first approach) of Sim K is comparable with the 

inter-observer repeatability reported by Shankar et al. (2008). Both the anterior 

and posterior J0 and J45 showed a large relative repeatability compared with the 

Sim K measurements. The large RR is due to a relatively small mean J0 and J45. 

By definition, RR will approach infinity if the denominator is close to zero 

(Shankar et al., 2008). J0 and J45 represent power vectors along the 

vertical/horizontal and oblique meridians, respectively. The subjects in the 
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current study had limited amounts of corneal astigmatism with an even smaller 

number of subjects having oblique astigmatism, which might further account 

for the extreme RR of J45 (over 300%) shown in the current results (Topuz et al., 

2004). COR is a better parameter to demonstrate good inter-session 

repeatability of J0 or J45 (Table 3.5a and 3.5b).  

 

For mPCC, comparable performance also applies to the anterior surface (Table 

3.5a). Using the second approach could further reduce the COR of anterior 

mPCC (within 1.0 D for tangential curvatures and within 0.25 D for axial 

curvatures), with good corresponding RR (around 2.0% for tangential 

curvatures and 1.0% for axial curvatures). The current study extended the 

investigation in the inter-session repeatability to the posterior mPCC. Although 

all of the COR of posterior mPCC were smaller than the anterior mPCC, these 

might not indicate that the measurements of posterior mPCC were more 

repeatable. It was attributed to the fact that COR is not a parameter sensitive 

enough to reflect repeatability precisely because the mean mPCC values at the 

posterior corneal surface were smaller (approximately −6.0 D). Shankar et al. 

(2008) recommended using the RR and greater variations between visits were 

found (Tables 3.5a and 3.5b). Although the posterior mPCC has poorer inter-
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session repeatability than the anterior mPCC, improvement is shown with the 

second approach. The relatively poor inter-session repeatability in the posterior 

mid-peripheral tangential curvatures may be of concern, if tangential curvatures 

were used to monitor longitudinal corneal change (Tsukiyama et al., 2008). The 

superior region varied a great deal compared to other mid-peripheral corneal 

regions (Tables 3.5a and 3.5b), which could be attributed to reasons similar to 

those discussed in the performance of intra-observer reliability.  

 

For the BFS measurement, the COR of anterior BFS was similarly better than 

the posterior BFS. They were also reduced by using an average result rather 

than using just the first BFS from each visit. The inter-session repeatability is 

increased with the use of the average BFS. A similar improvement in the 

posterior BFS measurement from Pentacam between visits is therefore 

anticipated.  

 

Corneal ectasia is a serious corneal complication after refractive surgery, 

characterized by corneal thinning and reduced visual performance. Most 

previous studies used the elevation of the posterior cornea for comparison 

(Wang et al., 1999, Kamiya et al., 2000, Baek et al., 2001, Miyata et al., 2002). 
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Some compared the posterior BFS (Naroo and Charman, 2000) or the posterior 

corneal power and eccentricity (Seitz et al., 2001). Orbscan is a commonly used 

device (Wang et al., 1999, Kamiya et al., 2000, Naroo and Charman, 2000, 

Baek et al., 2001, Seitz et al., 2001, Miyata et al., 2002) but Maloney (1999) 

has questioned its accuracy in evaluating posterior corneal displacement. 

Maldonado et al. (2006) reported good intra-session and inter-session 

repeatability of Orbscan on posterior BFS at the 5 mm zone. The ICC was 

0.980 within-visit and the COR was 250 μm between-visits. Therefore, 

Pentacam demonstrated a better performance, with ICC of 0.990 and the COR 

being 47 μm. It could be partly due to normal subjects recruited here instead of 

post-myopic laser in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) patients; and partly by taking 

three readings to generate an average result. Even if the first reading from each 

visit were used, the COR was only 71.5 μm (Table 3.6). The interval between 

visits was also too long in Maldonado’s study, 6 to 9 months. Pentacam could 

be better than Orbscan for studying the central cornea because Pentacam has a 

better acquisition method. 

 

For topographic corneal thickness measurements, a better inter-session 

repeatability was found at the corneal apex (COR: 13.5 µm, Table 3.7) than the 
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results demonstrated by O'Donnell and Maldonado-Codina (2005) (COR: 

21.1 µm). It might be due to only one reading being taken during each visit in 

their study, while the current study took an average from 3 readings. Also, they 

did not state if they referred to the corneal apex or the thinnest corneal region. 

In topographic CT, the superior cornea is the thickest, with the cornea being 

thicker at the nasal than the temporal. This is similar to previous findings using 

Orbscan (Modis et al., 2004, Sanchis-Gimeno et al., 2004) or Pentacam (Rufer 

et al., 2005). The thinnest corneal region was located infero-temporal to the 

corneal apex. Several studies using Orbscan have confirmed this (Liu et al., 

1999, Lam and Chan, 2003, Jonsson and Behndig, 2005, Gao et al., 2006). On 

average, the thinnest region is within the central one millimetre zone of the 

cornea. It is important and especially for refractive surgeons to know the 

thinnest corneal region, rather than the region of mean central corneal thickness. 

Many previous studies using Pentacam took either one (O’Donnell and 

Maldonado-Codina, 2005, Buehl et al., 2006) or two readings (Lackner et al., 

2005) for central CT evaluation, while one previous study took three successive 

readings (Ucakhan et al., 2006). One reading could be acceptable for assessing 

the central cornea because each acquisition contains 25 slit images all covering 

the central cornea. The latest Pentacam can obtain 100 images. When only the 
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first reading was considered from the two visits, the agreement on corneal apex 

was 15.1 µm (1.96 × ± 7.7 µm, Table 3.7). For topographic CT measurement, 

one measurement might not be enough. From the data in Table 3.7, the COR of 

mid-peripheral corneal thickness using the second approach were around 15.0 

µm (except at the superior corneal region). Cho and Cheung (2002) measured 

the mid-peripheral corneal thickness with the Orbscan system and also reported 

the greatest variability at the superior region. This is the limitation of the 

instrument which should be acknowledged. The repeatability of topographic 

CT at the superior region is poor and it might be attributed to the influence of 

the upper eyelid.  

 

The Pentacam system can measure the topographic corneal thickness. It is 

superior to other non-contact pachymetry such as specular microscopy, because 

the latter can measure mid-peripheral CT only at several predetermined 

locations (Cho and Cheung, 2000). Similarly, at least three repeated 

measurements were suggested if topographic CT analysis is required. The 

Pentacam uses a Scheimpflug camera rotating over 360 degrees that can finish 

one measurement within two seconds. Ciolino and Belin (2006) and Ciolino et 

al. (2007) recently reported that when using the Pentacam, no posterior corneal 

http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-bin/fulltext/118487539/main.html,ftx_abs#t2#t2
http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-bin/fulltext/118487539/main.html,ftx_abs#t2#t2
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protrusion was found within the first month after patients who had refractive 

surgery (Ciolino and Belin, 2006) or even after one year (Ciolino et al., 2007). 

Placido disc-based corneal topographers are commonly used for corneal 

research (Sridharan and Swarbrick, 2003, Gonzalez-Meijome et al., 2004, Lam 

et al., 2004a, Lam et al., 2004b, Franklin et al., 2006, Read et al., 2006, 

Gonzalez-Meijome et al., 2007, Huang and Lam, 2007, Iskander et al., 2003, 

Lam and Lam, 2007) because of their superior performances in measuring 

corneal curvature and corneal eccentricity (Tang et al., 2000, Chui and Cho, 

2005, Cho et al., 2002b). The corneal parameters are derived from the 

reflection of the Placido disc at the tear film, which cannot provide any 

information about the posterior corneal surface. The Pentacam is easy to use 

because its automatic release mode can minimize the confounding factor in 

alignments between observers. During each acquisition, minute eye movements 

are closely monitored by another camera in the system. If the examined eye 

blinks extensively or fixates poorly, misalignment is detected and the 

practitioner is notified. To monitor longitudinally any progressive corneal 

change, such as after refractive surgery or orthokeratology treatment, a 

repeatable instrument is required. Myopic regression after refractive surgery is 

widely known. Some researchers have suggested that the posterior corneal shift 
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is one of the factors contributing to the myopic regression (Naroo and Charman, 

2000, Kamiya and Oshika, 2003). Therefore, posterior corneal change is 

frequently analyzed after refractive surgery. However, there might be a 

limitation in the corneal curvature measurement after refractive surgery or 

ortho-k treatment. The corneal apex could no longer be identical at the original 

(pre-treatment) location. However, the error introduced might probably be 

random.   

 

This part of the project demonstrated good intra-observer reliability and inter-

session repeatability of Pentacam on anterior and posterior corneal 

measurements in terms of Sim K readings, mid-peripheral corneal curvatures, 

best-fit spheres and topographic corneal thickness. The Pentacam system could 

be used to monitor longitudinal corneal changes with orthokeratological 

treatment. However, the current study is limited in that testing was with the 

Pentacam system with no comparison with the most updated Orbscan. This is 

because an updated version of Orbscan was not available in the Optometry 

Clinic of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. An earlier study on the 

Orbscan has found poor performance in measuring the mid-peripheral cornea 

(Cho and Cheung, 2002). Also, only normal subjects were measured in the 
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current study. Further studies including both the latest models of Pentacam 

(Pentacam HR) with the incorporation of the Orbscan (Orbscan IIz) would be 

useful. Further studies recruiting subjects with a range of corneal conditions to 

warrant the superior performance by the Pentacam system are also anticipated. 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

The Pentacam system has demonstrated very good intra-observer reliability and 

inter-session repeatability. The intra-observer reliability indices for the corneal 

parameters indicated that the Pentacam system performed very well and was 

clinically acceptable. For inter-session repeatability, an average of 3 readings 

should be adopted for comparison between visits. This can increase the 

sensitivity to monitor any change longitudinally, as in the current study that 

involved long-term orthokeratology.  
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Chapter 4 

Methodology 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, three experimental studies are reported, which shared similar 

subject inclusion criteria, instruments, measurements and lens designs. The 

general (or common) methodology is reported first and then the detailed 

description of each of these three studies. The main difference among these 

three studies is the wearing modalities. They are specifically described in the 

sections (Sections 4.4 to 4.6) following the general information in Sections 4.2 

and 4.3 in this chapter. The aims of this study are to understand the short-term 

and longer term changes of corneal parameters including posterior corneal 

curvature, corneal biomechanical properties and topographical corneal 

thickness with ortho-k treatment, and their recoveries after 6-months of 

successful lens wear.  

 

4.2 General methodology  

4.2.1 Subjects 

Subjects were recruited from friends and university students by advertisements 

posted on notice boards at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University and City 
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University of Hong Kong. Inclusion criteria were young Chinese adult myopes, 

aged from 18 to 30 years. Any subjects with pathological conditions in general 

and ocular health, history of corneal surgery, rigid contact lens wear of any kind, 

myopia more than 5.00 D, astigmatism more than 1.50 D or corneal toricity more 

than 1.75 D were excluded. Soft contact lens wearers were required to stop lens 

wear for at least 1 week (Machat, 1996) before any baseline measurement. All 

procedures followed the Declaration of Helsinki and the protocol was reviewed 

and approved by the Ethics Committee of The Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University. An information sheet regarding the project title, aims, measurement 

protocol, potential adverse effects and right of terminating the study without 

penalty, were explained to each subject before commencement of any 

measurement. After explanation of the information about the study, subjects were 

asked to sign a statement of informed consent. 

 

4.2.2 Measurements 

4.2.2.1 Visual acuity 

Distance uncorrected vision and VA were measured at 3 metres using a Bailey-

Lovie (logMAR) chart with five letters per line. All visual acuity measurements 
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were obtained under normal room illumination (365 lx), which was checked 

regularly (every 6 months).  

 

4.2.2.2 Refractive error  

Subjective refraction was performed with the criterion of maximum plus 

correction giving maximum acuity. The same examination room was used 

throughout the study to minimize variations. The measured refractive error was 

transposed to SER with the following formula: 

SER = S + C / 2; 

where SER is spherical equivalent refraction, S is spherical power and C is 

cylindrical power. 

 

4.2.2.3 Corneal topography 

Two corneal topographers were used in the current studies. The first corneal 

topographer was the Medmont E300, Version 3.9.3 (Medmont, Camberwell, 

Victoria, Australia), which was used in all three studies for fitting the ortho-k 

lenses, which ensured good lens centration from ortho-k treatment. The 

Medmont topographer was used in the current study, since it is a well established 

corneal topographer widely used in ortho-k studies (Cho et al., 2002b, Sridharan 
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and Swarbrick, 2003, Soni et al., 2004, Jayakumar and Swarbrick, 2005, 

Mountford et al., 2005, Chan et al., 2008). The instrument is shown in Figure 4.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. The Medmont system. 
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One of the main emphases of the whole study was the change in the anterior and 

posterior corneal curvatures, in terms of Sim K readings. Topographic corneal 

thickness was also evaluated. These were measured using a second corneal 

topographer, the Pentacam system, Version 1.12 (Oculus, Germany). 

 

The repeatability of the Pentacam for measuring posterior corneal curvature and 

topographic corneal thickness have been evaluated and covered in the previous 

section (Chapter 3). The 50-image mode was used and three scans were captured 

to generate an average result for analysis (See Chapter 3). Each subject was 

asked to fixate on an internal target, while the joystick was adjusted until perfect 

alignment was achieved. Only scans registered as ‘‘OK’’ according to the 

Examination Quality Specifications of the Pentacam were included. This was to 

ensure that the scans were not affected by poor fixation, misalignment or missing 

segments. The Sim K along the flattest (Sim Kflat) and steepest (Sim Ksteep) 

meridians in the central 3.0 mm zone were studied. Corneal thickness was 

analysed topographically from the apex to the mid-peripheral regions, with radii 

of 0.5 to 2.5 mm from the apex at a 0.5 mm intervals along the vertical and 

horizontal meridians. For example, CT at the superior, inferior, temporal and 

nasal regions at a distance of 1.0 mm from the corneal apex were averaged for 
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data analysis. An example of CT extraction from four locations (1.0 mm from 

apex) is shown in Figure 4.2. This was named as the 1.0 mm annulus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2. An example of corneal thickness extraction from four positions, each at 1.0 mm from 

apex. This is the 1.0 mm annulus. 
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4.2.2.4 Corneal biomechanics 

The changes in corneal biomechanics in terms of corneal hysteresis and corneal 

resistance factor, with ortho-k treatment were measured. Subjects were required 

to be seated comfortably in front of the ORA (Version 1.2. Reichert 

Ophthalmic Instruments, Buffalo, NY, USA). The subject was asked to fixate 

the internal target. After the desirable mire was found, the electro-optical 

monitoring system automatically triggered the non-contact probe to release an 

air pulse onto the cornea. A double-peak graph was subsequently generated. 

The reading was accepted or rejected according to the suggestions of the 

manufacturer. Figure 4.3 shows a distinctive double-peak graph. There are 

three coloured curves on the graph. According to the ORA user’s manual, the 

green curve represents the strength of the air pulse pressure applanated on the 

cornea. The red curve shows the raw signal of the applanation detection system. 

The blue curve is a filtered version of the red curve, designed to determine the 

“optimum point of applanation” in less than ideal signals. The optical signal 

received during the inward and outward applanation phases causes the two 

peaks on both sides of the pressure curve. The applanation pressures are 

determined by drawing lines down from the peaks of the blue curve to the 

intersections of the green pressure curve. These points are indicated on the 
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graph by the blue squares. The inward (first or higher) and outward (second or 

lower) applanation pressures are termed as P1 and P2, respectively. Since the 

P2 will always occur at a lower position on the pressure curve than the P1, so 

the difference (P1 − P2) is defined as CH. Corneas with a higher CH will cause 

a greater discrepancy in the vertical offset of these two pressure points. CH and 

CRF were automatically generated by the computer software. A previous study 

reported good inter-session repeatability in the measurements of both 

parameters (Lam and Chen, 2007a). Comparisons were made between data 

obtained at the baseline and after different wearing periods. 

 

Figure 4.3. The double-peak featured graph (suggested by the manufacturer) and description of corneal 

hysteresis on the graph (manually illustrated by author). 
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4.3 Lenses 

4.3.1 Lens Designs 

4.3.1.1 Ortho-k lens design (Studies I, II and III) 

The reverse geometry rigid contact lenses used were of a 5-curve design (eLENS 

from E & E Optics Ltd., Hong Kong SAR China). The total diameter of the lens 

was 10.6 mm and the central thickness was 0.22 mm. The lens was constructed 

with base curve (6.0 mm wide), reverse curve (0.6 mm wide), two alignment 

curves (AC1, 0.7 mm wide; and AC2, 0.6 mm wide) and peripheral curve (PC, 

0.4 mm wide), respectively (Figure 4.4). The total lens size was structured as 

follow:  

 

TD = width of BC + width of RC × 2 + (widths of AC1 + AC2) × 2 + width of PC × 2 

10.6 mm = 6.0 mm + 0.6 mm × 2 + (0.7 + 0.6) mm × 2 + 0.4 mm × 2 

where TD is the total diameter, BC is the base curve, RC is the reverse curve, AC1 and 

AC2 are the first and second alignment curves respectively, and PC is the peripheral 

curve. 
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4.3.1.2 Conventional alignment fitted lens design (Study II only) 

The conventional alignment fitted lens was a bi-aspheric design (E & E optics 

Ltd., Hong Kong SAR China). The lens was 10.6 mm in overall diameter and 

the central thickness was 0.22 mm. The lens was constructed with base curve 

(6.0 mm wide), aspheric secondary curve (1.9 mm wide) and peripheral curve 

(0.4 mm wide). This lens was used in Study II only and the reason of using a 

different lens design will be explained in Section 4.6. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. A schematic diagram of an orthokeratology lens used in the current study.  
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4.3.2 Lens material 

All lenses, including both the ortho-k and alignment fitted lenses, were 

manufactured using the Boston XO (Material name: Hexafocon A, Bausch and 

Lomb, USA). The material type was siloxy-fluromethac copolymer with an 

oxygen permeability of Dk 100 (ISO/Fatt). The detailed material properties are 

shown in Table 4.1.  

 

Table 4.1. Detailed properties of the lens material used in all 3 studies. 
Proprietary Name Boston XO 

Material Name Hexafocon A 
Manufacturer Bausch and Lomb, USA 

Oxygen Permeability 
(ISO/FATT) Dk 100 

Wetting Angle (Captive Bubble) 49 degree 
Hardness (Rockwell) 112 R 

Refractive Index 1.415 
Specific Gravity 1.27 

 

4.3.3 Lens fitting philosophy and assessment 

4.3.3.1 Ortho-k lens  

The choice of an initial diagnostic lens was based on the Sim Kflat and the 

eccentricity value along the flattest meridian, measured with the Medmont 

topographer (described in Section 4.2.2.3). The base and alignment curves were 

parameters used to determine the initial lens. The BC was selected according to 

the measured Sim Kflat. The AC was selected by the eccentricity value, which 

indicated the rate of corneal flattening. A “Standard AC” was selected, if the 
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measured eccentricity value was 0.50. To modify the lens fitting, AC was 

generally adjusted by steepening or flattening “10 μm” with every 0.10 change of 

eccentricity value deviated from 0.50. There was no need to specify the actual 

curvature of the AC and “AC +10” or “AC −10” were relative values compared 

with the “Standard AC”. If a higher eccentricity value (e = 0.60) was obtained, a 

flatter AC, “AC −10”, was then required. This indicated that the AC was 

flattened in order to provide a 10 micron increment in sag height and it was 

therefore flatter than the “Standard AC”. On the other hand, a lower eccentricity 

value, for example when e = 0.30 was found, a steeper AC (AC +20) was chosen. 

This was the general rule of lens selection suggested by the manufacturer. 

Nevertheless, a thorough fitting assessment using biomicroscopy and sodium 

fluorescein was required. After the assessment, further modification of AC, as 

small as 5 μm, could be adjusted during the ordering process.  

 

An initial diagnostic lens was inserted onto the subject’s eye to assess the lens 

fitting. An ideal lens fitting was determined with good lens centration, 1 to 2 mm 

of smooth lens movement on blinking at primary gaze and a “bull’s eye” 

fluorescein pattern. The pattern should show a 4 to 4.5 mm central bearing zone 

surrounded by a 1 mm wide annulus of mid-peripheral tear reservoir, a 1.5 to 2 
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mm wide peripheral bearing zone, and a 0.5 to 1 mm wide edge lift (Figure 4.5). 

After wearing the trial lenses for 30 minutes, the lens performance was evaluated. 

An ideal lens performance included adequate lens movement during blinking and 

no sign of lens binding. After lens removal, corneal topography was captured 

again to generate a difference map from the pre- and post-wear plots (Figure 4.6). 

A centrally flattened treatment zone surrounded by a steepened annulus indicated 

an acceptable lens fitting. If the lens performance was not acceptable, lens 

parameters were modified to improve the lens fit in another trial wearing session 

after a 1-week washout period. For the short-term studies (Studies I and II), once 

an acceptable fit was achieved after the trial wear, the same lens was used 

throughout the experiment. Lens wear started with one week lapsing between the 

trial wearing session and the beginning of data collection to ensure that any 

ortho-k effect induced in the trial wearing session had abated. For the long-term 

study (Study III), the experimental lenses were ordered from the manufacturer 

based on the parameters of the trial lenses, which gave the best fit. The lenses 

were delivered to the subjects one week later. The same lenses were used 

throughout the treatment period. The ortho-k effect was observed at every 

follow-up visit. In case of any unacceptable lens performance found during 
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follow-up visits, a lens with appropriately modified parameters was ordered and 

the whole treatment started again with the new lens from the first day of wearing. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. An ideal fluorescein pattern of the orthokeratology lens fitting. 
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4.3.3.2 Conventional alignment fitted lens design (Study II only) 

The bi-aspheric lenses were fitted based on the Sim Kflat. The lens fitting was 

assessed with sodium fluorescein. A conventional alignment-fitted fluorescein 

pattern was expected. If necessary, modification of the lens parameters was 

carried out to achieve a standard alignment fit. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. The figure shows a difference map in tangential power, compared between the corneal 

topography of pre- and 30 minutes post-trial lens wearing.  
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4.4 Study I 

4.4.1 Introduction 

This study aimed to investigate the changes in posterior corneal curvatures, 

corneal biomechanics, and topographic corneal thickness with short-term (from 

15 minutes up to one night) ortho-k treatment. 

 

4.4.2 Experimental protocol 

Each subject was required to wear the ortho-k lenses for four different sessions. 

The lens design of the ortho-k lens used in this study has been described in 

Section 4.3. The durations of lens wear were 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 60 minutes 

and one night. Each subsequent session was arranged after at least a one-week 

rest. This served to avoid any carry-over effects (Machat, 1996). The first three 

wearing sessions, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 60 minutes, were randomly assigned 

while the overnight wear was always the last session. The first three sessions 

were carried out at approximately the same time during the day to minimize 

possible diurnal variations in corneal curvatures and thickness (Read and Collins, 

2009). For overnight wear, subjects were required to sleep with the lenses for 7 

to 10 hours. They were required to return to the Optometry Clinic of The Hong 
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Kong Polytechnic University the following morning within two hours of waking 

with the lenses in situ. 

 

4.4.3 Statistical analysis 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to check the data normality (p > 0.05). 

Parametric and non-parametric statistical tests were then used to analyse the data, 

as appropriate. In the comparison of baseline data between the two eyes, paired t-

tests were used. Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to 

compare the changes between baseline and different wearing sessions. Whenever 

significant differences were found, post-hoc tests (Bonferroni multiple 

comparisons test) were performed. For non-parametric data, the Friedman test 

with post-tests (Dunn’s procedures) was used in a similar way. Post hoc analyses 

were performed to minimize any Type I error during multiple comparisons.  

 

4.4.4 Results 

This experiment contained 20 subjects (12 males and 8 females). The mean ± SD 

age of the subjects was 24.1 ± 2.6 years. Their spherical refraction ranged from 

−0.75 D to −4.25 D. The mean ± SD baseline SERs of the right and left eyes 

were −2.74 ± 0.85 D and −2.73 ± 1.03 D, respectively. Table 4.2 summarizes 
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their demographic data at the baseline visit. Only data from the right eyes were 

analysed since no significant differences were found between the two eyes in the 

SER, UCV, VA, Sim Kflat or Sim Ksteep (Paired t-tests, p > 0.05).  

 

 

Table 4.3 shows the detailed results of SER, UCV and VA at different time 

points. SER was reduced significantly with increasing duration of lens wear, 

from an average of −2.74 D at baseline to −1.11 D after one overnight wear 

(Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01). The difference was significant after 15 

minutes of lens wear (post-hoc test, p < 0.01). The UCV improved 

correspondingly from an average of logMAR 0.84 to logMAR 0.20 after the 

overnight wear (Friedman test, p < 0.01); there was a significant improvement 

after 15 minutes of lens wear (Dunn’s test, p < 0.01). No significant change was 

observed in VA throughout the experiment (Friedman test, p > 0.05).  

 

Table 4.2. Summary (mean ± one standard deviation) of demographic data of both eyes at the baseline visit.
Age (years) 24.1 ± 2.6 

Gender 12 males and 8 females 
Eye Right Left 

SER (D) −2.74 ± 0.85 −2.73 ± 1.03 
UCV 0.84 ± 0.23 0.77 ± 0.30 
VA −0.06 ± 0.05 −0.07 ± 0.05 

Sim Kflat (D) 42.44 ± 1.06 42.46 ± 1.11 
Sim Ksteep (D) 43.33 ± 1.17 43.43 ± 1.22 

SER: spherical equivalent refraction. 
UCV: uncorrected vision; VA: visual acuity; both in logMAR units. 
Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings (Medmont), respectively. 
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Prompt changes in the anterior Sim K readings (Pentacam) were also 

demonstrated, which were flattened significantly (Repeated measures ANOVA, 

Sim Ksteep and Sim Kflat, p < 0.01). Significant changes were obtained after as 

short as 15 minutes of lens wear (post-hoc test, p < 0.01). Additionally, the 

changes in posterior Sim K readings were significant (Repeated measures 

ANOVA, Sim Ksteep and Sim Kflat, p < 0.01). A steepening trend in posterior Sim 

K readings with longer wearing time was shown (Table 4.4). The significant 

changes were found in both Sim Ksteep and Sim Kflat after 60 minutes and 

overnight lens wear (post-hoc tests, p < 0.01). Figure 4.7 shows the trend of 

posterior Sim K changes with ortho-k treatment after different wearing periods. 

 

Table 4.4. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep (Pentacam) at different time 
points, for the right eye only. 

Sim K (D) Baseline 15 mins 30 mins 60 mins Overnight 
Anterior      
Sim Kflat 42.54 ± 1.14 *42.26 ± 1.06 ^42.17 ± 1.11 ^41.91 ± 1.00 ^41.61 ± 0.94
Sim Ksteep 43.42 ± 1.28 *43.14 ± 1.26 ^43.07 ± 1.28 ^42.86 ± 1.18 ^42.59 ± 1.20
Posterior      
Sim Kflat −6.05 ± 0.21 −6.07 ± 0.20 −6.08 ± 0.21 ^−6.11 ± 0.21 ^−6.12 ± 0.21
Sim Ksteep −6.41 ± 0.20 −6.45 ± 0.22 −6.45 ± 0.22 ^−6.47 ± 0.23 ^−6.50 ± 0.23

Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings, respectively.  
* and ^ indicate significance of p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively, compared with the baseline result. 

Table 4.3. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of SER, UCV and VA at different time points, 
for the right eye only. 

 Baseline 15 mins 30 mins 60 mins Overnight 
SER (D) −2.74 ± 0.85 ^−2.31 ± 0.89 ^−2.11 ± 0.82 ^−1.86 ± 0.90 ^−1.11 ± 0.86

UCV 0.84 ± 0.23 ^0.53 ± 0.30 ^0.49 ± 0.29 ^0.43 ± 0.27 ^0.20 ± 0.25
VA −0.06 ± 0.05 −0.08 ± 0.05 −0.08 ± 0.06 −0.06 ± 0.06 −0.05 ± 0.06

SER: spherical equivalent refraction. 
UCV: uncorrected vision; VA: visual acuity; both in logMAR units. 
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 
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For the corneal biomechanical properties, there were no significant changes in 

CH throughout the study (Repeated measures ANOVA, p > 0.05), while CRF 

reduced from an average of 10.7 mmHg at baseline to 10.1 mmHg after 

overnight lens wear (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.05). The CRF after 

overnight wear was significantly lower than the baseline data (post-hoc test, p < 

0.01) (Table 4.5; Figure 4.8).  

 

Figure 4.7. The trend of posterior Sim K changes after different wearing periods of orthokeratology lens, 
for the right eye only.  
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Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings, respectively.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result.  
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Figure 4.8. The trend of CH and CRF changes after different wearing periods of orthokeratology lens, 
for the right eye only. 
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CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result 

 

Changes of anterior Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep after overnight wear were plotted 

against corneal biomechanics at baseline but no significant correlation was found 

(Table 4.6). 

 

 

 

Table 4.5. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of CH and CRF at different time points, for the 
right eye only. 

Corneal biomechanics  
(mmHg) 

Baseline 15 mins 30 mins 60 mins Overnight 

CH 11.1 ± 1.0 10.9 ± 1.2 11.2 ± 1.5 10.8 ± 1.2 10.6 ± 1.3
CRF 10.7 ± 1.3 10.3 ± 1.4 10.3 ± 1.4 10.2 ± 1.3 ^10.1 ± 1.3

CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 
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Table 4.6. Regression analyses between baseline corneal biomechanics and the change of simulated 
keratometry readings after overnight orthokeratology treatment.   
  Change of Anterior Sim Kflat  Change of Anterior Sim Ksteep 

 R2 p value R2 p value 
CH 0.12 0.14 0.11 0.16 

CRF 0.13 0.11 <0.01 0.91 
CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively. 

 

Other corneal parameters were analysed against corneal biomechanical changes 

after overnight wear. The correlations were not significant between CH changes 

and anterior Sim K readings (Sim Ksteep, R2 < 0.01, p > 0.05; Sim Kflat, R2 = 0.09, 

p > 0.05). Changes in CRF were significantly correlated with the changes of Sim 

Ksteep (R2 = 0.22, p < 0.05) and Sim Kflat (R2 = 0.42, p < 0.01), respectively 

(Figure 4.9a and 4.9b). 
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Figure 4.9 (a) Correlation of the change of steepest simulated keratometric (Sim Ksteep) 

and the change of corneal resistance factor (CRF). *Significance of p < 0.05.  

(b) Correlation of the change of flattest simulated keratometric (Sim Kflat) and the 

change of corneal resistance factor (CRF). ^Significance of p < 0.01. 
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For corneal thickness, significant thinning at the apex and the 0.5 mm annulus 

were found after 60 minutes of lens wear (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01; 

post-hoc tests, p < 0.01) but not at other visits (post-hoc tests, p > 0.05). There 

were no significant changes at the 1.0 mm annulus throughout the study 

(Repeated measures ANOVA, p > 0.05). The 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm 

annuli all showed no significant differences in the daytime wearing sessions but 

significant thickening was obtained after overnight lens wear (Repeated 

measures ANOVA, p < 0.01; post-hoc test, p < 0.05; Table 4.7).  

 

Table 4.7 The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of the central and mid-peripheral corneal thicknesses at 
different time points, for the right eye only. 

 Baseline 15 mins 30 mins 60 mins Overnight 
Apex (μm) 579.2 ± 37.1 575.7 ± 32.8 575.0 ± 30.8 ^570.4 ± 34.8 581.2 ± 34.4

Mid-peripheral annuli  
0.5 mm (μm) 581.0 ± 37.0 577.8 ± 33.7 577.1 ± 30.6 *572.7 ± 34.6 583.8 ± 34.3
1.0 mm (μm) 586.8 ± 36.6 584.6 ± 33.4 584.1 ± 30.0 580.3 ± 34.0 592.2 ± 33.9
1.5 mm (μm) 597.1 ± 36.0 596.0 ± 33.1 595.9 ± 29.5 592.8 ± 33.4 *605.6 ± 33.4
2.0 mm (μm) 613.3 ± 35.7 613.2 ± 33.3 612.6 ± 29.7 610.7 ± 33.2 ^623.6 ± 33.1
2.5 mm (μm) 636.3 ± 34.9 637.7 ± 33.3 637.8 ± 29.7 636.8 ± 32.7 ^650.1 ± 32.3

Mid-peripheral annuli represent the average of superior, temporal, inferior and nasal corneal thicknesses with 
the distance (radius) from apex.  
* and ^ indicate significance of p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively, compared with the baseline result. 

 

4.4.5 Discussion 

The mechanism of refractive correction from ortho-k is mainly contributed by 

flattening the anterior corneal curvatures. Different researchers have also 

suggested different mechanism including overall corneal bending, 

redistribution of corneal epithelium, or a combination of both (Swarbrick et al., 
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1998, Owens et al., 2004a, Stillitano et al., 2007, Gonzalez-Meijome et al., 

2008b, Tsukiyama et al., 2008). On the other hand, this technique is one of the 

popular ways purporting to slow down myopic progression in children (Cho et 

al., 2005, Walline et al., 2009, Kakita et al., 2011), although the mechanism of 

myopia control by ortho-k treatment is still not fully understood. In this short-

term study, the design is similar to that used by Sridharan and Swarbrick (2003). 

Three new parameters were introduced including posterior corneal curvatures, 

topographic CT and corneal biomechanics. 

 

Posterior corneal curvatures steepened after 60 minutes and overnight ortho-k 

lens wear. Read and Collins (2009) recently reported posterior corneal 

steepening immediately after sleep. Similar posterior corneal steepening was 

found in the current study after 60 minutes and overnight lens wear. Could 

posterior corneal steepening be a normal diurnal variation as reported by Read 

and Collins (2009)? Interestingly, the posterior cornea was steepened after 60 

minutes wear of an ortho-k lens without sleeping. There is also a trend towards 

posterior corneal steepening from increased wearing time (Table 4.4). This 

indicates that the ortho-k treatment has some steepening effect on the posterior 

cornea, although the magnitude was small. Read and Collins (2009) also 
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demonstrated the recovery of posterior corneal steepening back to baseline 

level within 2 to 3 hours after eye opening. However, this part of the study was 

limited since the recovery of the changes after lens wear was not monitored and 

no control eyes were involved. Moezzi et al. (2004) demonstrated a greater 

oedematous response in the central than in the peripheral cornea resulting in 

posterior corneal flattening with PMMA lens wear. The difference between 

their results and these from the current study might be accounted for by the 

pressure difference under conventional and ortho-k lenses. The relatively 

positive and negative pressures at the central and mid-peripheral regions were 

induced by the modern ortho-k lens. The positive pressure inhibits the central 

corneal oedematous response, while the negative pressure allows thickening in 

the mid-peripheral cornea. These might consequently result in greater backward 

movement of the posterior corneal regions at the mid-periphery than the 

corneal centre. The results here from the topographic CT after overnight ortho-

k lens wear demonstrate inhibition of central corneal swelling (apex, and 0.5 

mm and 1.0 mm annuli) while thickening of the mid-peripheral CT (1.5 mm) 

was shown. These changes agree with the suggestion that ortho-k lenses inhibit 

central swelling (Alharbi et al., 2005). The ortho-k lens might limit central 

corneal oedema but not in the mid-peripheral cornea. A greater backward 
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movement of the mid-peripheral cornea could be the reason for posterior 

corneal steepening by the uneven corneal oedema. The measuring protocol 

used here is different from that of Read and Collins (2009), in that the 

measurements here were not taken immediately after eye opening following 

sleep. Apart from the lack of control eyes in this study, the recovery of the 

ortho-k effect after lens removal was not monitored. It could be difficult to 

conclude whether these posterior corneal changes resolve when the overnight 

corneal oedema recovers during the day 2 to 3 hours after lens removal in the 

current study. Diurnal changes after lens removal were investigated in Study III, 

which are discussed in a later section (Section 4.6).  

 

For the corneal biomechanics, CH was not significantly changed with short-

term ortho-k lens wear, while CRF showed a reduction especially after 

overnight lens wear. The changes of CRF after overnight lens wear were also 

significantly correlated with changes to Sim K readings (Figure 4.9). ORA 

provides an in vivo measurement of corneal biomechanical properties. Table 

4.8 tabulates the CH and CRF of normal subjects reported in the literature. All 

studies found similar CH and CRF (within 1.0 mmHg) except Lu et al. (2007c), 

who reported a large difference of 1.9 mmHg between the two parameters.  
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Table 4.8. Summary of previous studies of corneal hysteresis (CH) and corneal resistance 
factor (CRF) in normal subjects. 

Studies Age (years) CH (mmHg) CRF (mmHg) 

(Touboul et al., 2008) 48.0  
(17 − 80) 10.3 11.1 

(Song et al., 2008) 14.7 ± 0.8 10.7 ± 1.5 - 

(Lim et al., 2008) 14.0 ± 0.9  
(12 − 15) 

11.8 ± 1.6  
(6.9 − 16.5) 

11.9 ± 1.7  
(7.8 − 16.8) 

(Kirwan et al., 2008) 35 ± 8.1  9.6 ± 1.5  
(6.3 − 12.7) 

9.4 ± 1.6  
(6.2 – 13.9) 

(Kirwan and Okeefe, 
2008) 

36.0 ± 10.0 
(21 − 62) 

10.8 ± 1.5 
(6.9 − 13.7) - 

(Shah et al., 2007) 62.1 ± 18.1 
(18 − 87) 

10.7 ± 2.0  
(6.1 − 17.6) - 

(Pepose et al., 2007) 39.6 ± 11.4 9.7 ± 1.8 9.5 ± 1.9 

(Ortiz et al., 2007) 37.0  
(9 − 80) 10.8 ± 1.5 11.0 ± 1.6 

(Lu et al., 2007c) 19.7 ± 1.1 11.5 ± 1.4 9.6 ± 1.9 

(Lam and Chen, 2007a) - 
(20 − 31) 11.2 ± 1.4 11.0 ± 1.6 

(Lam et al., 2007) 23.1 ± 3.3 
(19 − 40) 10.9 ± 1.5 11.0 ± 1.7 

(Shah et al., 2006) 62.1 ± 18.1 
(18 − 87) 

10.7 ± 2.0  
(6.1 − 17.6) 

10.3 ± 2.0  
(5.7 − 17.1) 

(Kirwan et al., 2006) - 
(4 − 18) 

12.5 ± 1.4  
(8.2 − 15.7) - 

(Luce, 2005) 28.0  
(23 − 38) 9.6 - 

Current study  
(baseline values) 

24.1 ± 2.6  
(19 − 30) 

11.1 ± 1.1  
(8.9 − 13.1) 

10.7 ± 1.3  
(8.8 − 13.1) 

Data presented as mean ± standard deviation (range of values given in parentheses). 

 

To date, there has been only one study of the effect of ortho-k on CH and CRF 

(Gonzalez-Meijome et al., 2008b). This aroused the author’s interest in 

investigating the corneal biomechanical changes with ortho-k treatment. 

Previous studies documented a positive association between CRF and central 

corneal thickness (Shah et al., 2006, Touboul et al., 2008). In addition, 

reductions of CH and CRF were obtained in cornea received refractive surgery 
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(Luce, 2005, Ortiz et al., 2007, Pepose et al., 2007, Kirwan and Okeefe, 2008). 

The extent of CRF reduction is greater than CH with the same amount of 

stromal tissue ablation. It might indicate that CRF is more sensitive to the 

change of stromal layer. Lu et al. (2007c) demonstrated that CH is not affected 

by induced corneal swelling (up to 60 μm) but CRF increased by 0.6 mmHg. In 

contrast, a decrease in CRF, without a significant change in central corneal 

thickness, was found in the current study after one overnight lens wear. This 

opposite effect might be attributed to the thinning of corneal epithelium and 

stroma produced by the ortho-k treatment. Choo et al. (2008) demonstrated a 

thinning of epithelial and stromal layer with continuous wear of ortho-k lens in 

an animal model. Latest technology, such as the spectral domain anterior OCT 

might help to further understand the corneal changes with ortho-k treatment 

and its association with CRF reduction. 

 

Could corneal biomechanics be used to predict the effect of ortho-k? Gonzalez-

Meijome et al. (2008b) appear to be the first to demonstrate a greater corneal 

response to corneal refractive therapy from eyes with lower CH and CRF. 

However, no correlations could be obtained between ortho-k changes after 

overnight wear and baseline corneal biomechanics in the current study. The 
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discrepancy might be explained by the fact that a stable ortho-k effect has not 

been achieved after short-term wear, namely, either 3-hours (Gonzalez-

Meijome et al., 2008b) or one overnight wear (current study). Also, the sample 

size was different while only 8 subjects were involved in their study. The 

relationships between the changes of Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep and the corneal 

biomechanical changes are further explored in Section 4.6. Only the 

associations between the change of CRF and the changes of both Sim Ksteep and 

Sim Kflat were found to be significant (Figure 4.9a and 4.9b). These results 

showed that the CRF change was related to the changes in corneal curvatures. 

The reduction of CRF did not simply follow the degree of flattening of Sim K 

readings. The negative correlations indicated greater reductions of CRF in 

corneas with lesser flattening of Sim K. It was difficult to understand the 

relationship demonstrated. On the other hand, it seems more logical if greater 

CRF reduction was followed with a higher degree of flattening, which might 

indicate that the cornea became softer with a higher degree of flattening after 

overnight ortho-k lens wear. This was not the case in the current study. So, for 

a cornea with greater flattening magnitude, the cornea resistance remained and 

could rebound back after treatment, which might implicate that the flattening 

could only be temporary but not permanent. However, the validity of the CRF 
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measurement is still questionable and not yet fully known. Although Luce 

(2005) suggested CRF measures the overall resistance of the cornea, it was 

derived from the difference of P1 and a fraction of P2. Hence, the actual 

meaning or logic behind the derivation of CRF was not fully understood. It is 

debatable whether CRF is measuring the overall corneal resistance. More 

studies are required to evaluate the validity and meaning of this parameter.  

 

The changes in myopia, UCV and anterior Sim K results are comparable to 

similar studies in the literature (Sridharan and Swarbrick, 2003). Sridharan and 

Swarbrick (2003) found that UCV improved after as short as 10 minutes of lens 

wear. Although they did not measure the associated change in refractive error, 

their estimated refractive error changes (0.52 D) according to the UCV were 

close to the current findings (Table 4.3). Nevertheless, VA was unaffected by 

short-term ortho-k treatment. The results here are in agreement with the data of 

some earlier studies (Berntsen et al., 2006, Johnson et al., 2007). 

 

4.4.6 Conclusions 

This study showed changes in posterior corneal curvature, corneal 

biomechanics and corneal thickness from short-term ortho-k treatment. The 
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posterior corneal curvature steepened and the CRF decreased, especially when 

wearing the lenses overnight. The change in CH was not significant. The 

corneal thickness remained unchanged at central but thickened at mid-

peripheral regions after overnight ortho-k treatment. However, this study was 

limited to only one overnight wear. Whether changes in the posterior cornea, 

corneal biomechanics and corneal thickness would be greater with a longer 

treatment period is still uncertain. A study with a longer treatment period is 

warranted and the recovery should also be monitored. In addition, there was no 

control group in this study. The next section (Study II) mainly addresses this 

last drawback with the introduction of an alignment-fitted lens wearing group 

as control. The null hypothesis that no change in the posterior corneal curvature, 

corneal biomechanical properties, and topographical corneal thickness after 

short-term ortho-k treatment was rejected. 

 

Paper published: 

Chen D, Lam AK, Cho P. A pilot study on the corneal biomechanical changes 

in short-term orthokeratology. Ophthalmic Physiol Opt. 2009;29:464-471. 
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Chen D, Lam AK, Cho P. The effect of short-term orthokeratology treatment 

on corneal biomechanics and posterior corneal shape. Presented at The 16th 

Asia Pacific Optometric Congress, 2007. Goa, India. 

http://www.polyu.edu.hk/so/images/research/file/the_effects_of_short-term_ok.pdf
http://www.polyu.edu.hk/so/images/research/file/the_effects_of_short-term_ok.pdf
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4.5 Study II 

4.5.1 Introduction 

This study was a repeat of the short-term study (Study I) with the addition of a 

conventional alignment fitted lens on the fellow eye as control. It aimed to 

compare the changes in posterior corneal curvature, corneal biomechanics and 

topographic corneal thickness from wearing two types of lenses for a short-

term period. 

 

4.5.2 Experimental protocol 

Each subject was required to wear the ortho-k lens on one eye (the right eye) and 

a conventional alignment fitted lens on the other eye. The right eye was the 

treatment eye and categorised into Group “OK”. The left eye wore the 

conventional alignment fitted lens and served as the control Group “C”. Lens 

designs of both types of lens have been described in Section 4.3. The control eye 

(Group C) still had a contact lens in situ, so possible sympathetic effect from one 

eye affecting the other could be minimized. For example, the foreign body 

sensation of rigid lens in lens wearing eye will induce reflex tears and also 

sympathetically affect the other eye without any lens wearing. This kind of 

induced tears might introduce a variable in the experiment, so the conventional 
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alignment fitted lens could not only act as a control for comparison, but also help 

to minimize the sympathetic effect induced.  

 

This study consisted of four different wearing sessions similar to Study I (Section 

4.4). The durations of lens wear for each of the four sessions were 15 minutes, 30 

minutes, 60 minutes and overnight respectively. To avoid carry-over effects, 

each subsequent session was scheduled at least one week after the previous visit. 

The first three wearing sessions, 15 minutes, 30 minutes and 60 minutes, were 

randomly assigned while the overnight wear was always the last session. The 

first three sessions were carried out at approximately the same time during the 

day to minimize possible diurnal variations in corneal parameters. For the 

overnight wear, subjects were required to wear the lenses for 7 to 10 hours. They 

were required to return to the Optometry Clinic of The Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University the following morning within two hours of waking with the lenses in 

situ.  

 

4.5.3 Statistical analysis 

All the data were tabulated into two groups, Group OK and Group C and tested 

with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality (p > 0.05). Parametric and non-
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parametric statistical tests were then used to analyse the data, as appropriate. In 

the comparison of baseline data between the two eyes, paired t-tests were used. 

Repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare the findings between baseline 

and different wearing sessions. Whenever significant differences were found, 

post-hoc tests (Bonferroni Multiple Comparisons Test) were performed. For non-

parametric data, the Friedman test with post-tests (Dunn’s procedures) was used 

in a similar way. Bonferroni’s and Dunn’s procedures were performed to 

minimize any Type I error. To detect an expected difference of 0.65 mmHg and 

SD of 0.6 mmHg in CRF (Table 4.5), the number of subjects should be at least 8 

for 80% power with alpha 0.05. 

 

4.5.4 Results 

There were 9 subjects (4 males and 5 females) involved and their mean age was 

21.6 ± 1.8 years. The mean ± SD baseline SER of the Group OK and Group C 

were −2.63 ± 1.34 D and −2.96 ± 1.31 D, respectively. Table 4.9 shows the 

summary of demographic results of both groups at baseline. No significant 

differences were found between the two eyes in the SER, UCV, VA, anterior Sim 

Kflat and Sim Ksteep (Paired t-test, p > 0.05). 
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Table 4.9. Summary (mean ± one standard deviation) of demographic data of both eyes at the 
baseline visit. 

Age (years) 21.6 ± 1.8 
Gender 4 males and 5 females 
Group Group OK (Right eye) Group C (Left eye) 

SER (D) −2.63 ± 1.34 −2.96 ± 1.31 
UCV 0.84 ± 0.24 0.90 ± 0.20 
VA −0.07 ± 0.04 −0.07 ± 0.03 

Sim Kflat (D) 42.53 ± 1.45 42.40 ± 1.31 
Sim Ksteep (D) 43.63 ± 1.43 43.54 ± 1.48 

Group OK and Group C: Group of orthokeratology lens wearing eyes and Group of 
conventional alignment fitted lens wearing eyes (control), respectively.  
SER: spherical equivalent refraction. 
UCV: uncorrected vision; VA: visual acuity; both in logMAR units.  
Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: flattest and steepest simulated keratometric reading respectively, 
measured by the Medmont system. 

 

In Group OK, SER reduced significantly after 30 minutes wear (Repeated 

measures ANOVA, p < 0.01; post-hoc test, p < 0.05). After overnight wear, SER 

reduced to −1.15 D. There were no significant changes in SER in Group C with 

the conventional alignment fit (Repeated measures ANOVA, p > 0.05). The SER 

remained statistically the same throughout the study. UCV was significantly 

improved after as short as 15 minutes of ortho-k lens wear (Repeated measures 

ANOVA, p < 0.01; post-hoc test, p < 0.05). It further improved to logMAR 0.21 

after overnight wear (post-hoc tests, p < 0.01). In contrast, no significant change 

of UCV was observed in the control eyes (Repeated measures ANOVA, p > 

0.05). For VA, no significant change was observed from ortho-k treatment 

(Friedman test, p > 0.05). Although a significant change was found in the control 

eyes throughout the experiment (Friedman test, p < 0.05), no significant 

difference could be found in any post hoc analyses (Dunn’s procedure, p > 0.05). 
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Table 4.10 shows the detailed results of SER, UCV and VA in both eyes at 

different time points. 

 

Table 4.10. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of SER, UCV and VA of both eyes at different 
time points. 

 Group Baseline 15 mins 30 mins 60 mins Overnight 
OK −2.63 ± 1.34 −2.15 ± 1.35 *−2.07 ± 1.37 ^−1.76 ± 1.33 ^−1.15 ± 1.21SER (D) 
C −2.96 ± 1.31 −3.00 ± 1.21 −2.96 ± 1.34 −2.89 ± 1.36 −2.92 ± 1.30

OK 0.84 ± 0.24 *0.61 ± 0.32 ^0.44 ± 0.36 ^0.37 ± 0.35 ^0.21 ± 0.28UCV C 0.90 ± 0.20 0.87 ± 0.25 0.88 ± 0.23 0.87 ± 0.20 0.81 ± 0.28
OK −0.07 ± 0.04 −0.04 ± 0.06 −0.06 ± 0.04 −0.06 ± 0.03 −0.05 ± 0.04VA 
C −0.07 ± 0.03 −0.07 ± 0.04 −0.06 ± 0.03 −0.07 ± 0.03 −0.04 ± 0.05

Group OK and Group C: Group of orthokeratology lens wearing eyes and Group of conventional 
alignment fitted lens wearing eyes (control), respectively.  
SER: spherical equivalent refraction. 
UCV: uncorrected vision; VA: visual acuity; both in logMAR units.  
R and L: Right and left eyes, respectively. 
* and ^ indicate significance of p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively, compared with the baseline result. 

 

For the corneal biomechanical properties, no significant changes were obtained 

either in CH or CRF throughout the study in both groups (Repeated measures 

ANOVA, p > 0.05) (Table 4.11).  
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Table 4.11. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of CRF and CH of both eyes at different time points. 
Corneal biomechanics  

(mmHg) Group Baseline 15 mins 30 mins 60 mins Overnight 

OK 11.2 ± 0.9 11.0 ± 1.3 10.9 ± 1.1 11.0 ± 1.2 10.7 ± 1.0CH C 10.8 ± 1.0 10.9 ± 1.1 10.6 ± 1.0 10.7 ± 1.3 10.5 ± 1.3
OK 10.9 ± 1.5 10.6 ± 1.6 10.4 ± 1.5 10.5 ± 1.5 10.4 ± 1.7CRF C 10.8 ± 1.2 10.7 ± 1.4 10.5 ± 1.3 10.4 ± 1.4 10.4 ± 1.6

Group OK and Group C: Group of orthokeratology lens wearing eyes and Group of conventional alignment fitted lens 
wearing eyes (control), respectively. 
CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively.  
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A significant anterior corneal flattening was demonstrated with a longer duration 

of ortho-k lens wear (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01). The changes were 

significant after 30 minutes of lens wear for both the Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep 

(post-hoc tests, p < 0.01). The control eyes remained statistically the same in all 

the wearing sessions (Repeated measures ANOVA, p > 0.05). Regarding the 

posterior cornea, the treatment eyes demonstrated significant steepening along 

the Sim Ksteep after 60 minutes and overnight lens wear (Repeated measures 

ANOVA, p < 0.01; post-hoc tests, p < 0.05). For posterior Sim Kflat, a significant 

change was obtained throughout the study (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 

0.01) but no significant difference was found comparing different wearing 

sessions with the baseline visit (post-hoc tests, p > 0.05). No significant changes 

of Sim K readings in the control eyes were obtained (Repeated measures 

ANOVA, p > 0.05) (Table 4.12).  
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Table 4.12. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of anterior and posterior simulated keratometric 
readings (Sim K) at different time points. 
Sim K (D) Group Baseline 15 mins 30 mins 60 mins Overnight 
Anterior   

OK 42.38 ± 1.39 42.13 ± 1.47 ^41.90 ± 1.34 ^41.69 ± 1.37 ^41.40 ± 1.37Sim Kflat    C 42.21 ± 1.41 42.26 ± 1.42 42.33 ± 1.41 42.24 ± 1.42 42.29 ± 1.38
OK 43.43 ± 1.48 43.19 ± 1.48 ^42.93 ± 1.47 ^42.61 ± 1.48 ^42.44 ± 1.60Sim Ksteep   C 43.27 ± 1.54 43.29 ± 1.57 43.37 ± 1.54 43.27 ± 1.51 43.35 ± 1.48

Posterior   
OK −6.04 ± 0.24 −6.00 ± 0.23 −6.05 ± 0.24 −6.07 ± 0.27 −6.08 ± 0.26Sim Kflat   C −5.95 ± 0.27 −5.93 ± 0.26 −5.93 ± 0.26 −5.94 ± 0.28 −5.94 ± 0.27
OK −6.44 ± 0.23 −6.43 ± 0.19 −6.49 ± 0.23 ^−6.52 ± 0.21 *−6.50 ± 0.21Sim Ksteep   C −6.41 ± 0.22 −6.41 ± 0.20 −6.39 ± 0.23 −6.41 ± 0.20 −6.44 ± 0.22

Group OK and Group C: Group of orthokeratology lens wearing eyes and Group of conventional alignment 
fitted lens wearing eyes (control), respectively. 
Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings, respectively.  
* and ^ indicate significance of p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively, compared with the baseline result. 

 

For the topographic corneal thickness, both the treatment eyes and control eyes 

showed similar findings at the corneal apex, 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm annuli in all 

wearing sessions (Repeated measures ANOVA, p > 0.05). The treatment eyes 

demonstrated significant thickening at the 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm annuli 

after overnight wear (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01; post-hoc tests, p < 

0.05). There were no significant changes in the control eyes (Repeated measures 

ANOVA, p > 0.05) (Table 4.13).  
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Table 4.13. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of central and mid-peripheral corneal thickness at different time points. 
 Baseline 15 mins 30 mins 60 mins Overnight 

 Group      
OK 573.6 ± 29.1 569.5 ± 31.0 573.5 ± 35.5 570.1 ± 32.1 579.3 ± 35.4Apex (μm) C 560.8 ± 26.8 565.7 ± 30.3 567.1 ± 31.6 564.0 ± 29.1 569.0 ± 30.6

Mid-peripheral annuli  
OK 575.5 ± 29.0 571.6 ± 30.9 575.8 ± 35.3 572.8 ± 31.9 582.0 ± 35.30.5 mm (μm) C 562.5 ± 26.9 567.2 ± 30.2 568.8 ± 31.6 565.7 ± 29.1 570.8 ± 30.5
OK 581.5 ± 28.6 577.9 ± 30.4 583.0 ± 34.8 580.8 ± 31.4 590.1 ± 34.9 1.0 mm (μm) C 568.1 ± 27.0 572.6 ± 30.2 573.9 ± 31.6 571.0 ± 29.1 576.4 ± 30.0
OK 592.3 ± 27.9 588.9 ± 30.0 595.1 ± 34.1 594.2 ± 30.7 ^603.6 ± 34.41.5 mm (μm) C 578.2 ± 27.2 582.5 ± 30.2 583.7 ± 31.3 581.1 ± 29.0 586.7 ± 29.5
OK 608.5 ± 27.1 605.4 ± 29.7 612.7 ± 33.4 613.0 ± 29.8 ^622.4 ± 33.92.0 mm (μm) C 594.0 ± 27.3 598.3 ± 30.2 599.1 ± 30.9 597.3 ± 28.5 602.5 ± 29.0
OK 631.1 ± 26.3 628.0 ± 29.6 636.0 ± 32.7 637.4 ± 28.8 ^646.6 ± 33.32.5 mm (μm) C 616.3 ± 27.3 620.6 ± 30.1 621.4 ± 30.2 620.1 ± 27.9 624.9 ± 28.7 

Mid-peripheral annuli represent the average of superior, temporal, inferior and nasal corneal thicknesses with the distance (radius) 
from apex.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 
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4.5.5 Discussion 

This study was similar to Study I (Section 4.4) with only one difference. The 

left eye served as the control eye by fitting a lens with conventional alignment 

fit. The two lenses shared the same overall diameter, lens material and central 

thickness. Posterior corneal steepening was found with ortho-k lens wear, while 

the control eyes demonstrated no change. These current results further 

supported the findings of posterior corneal steepening with ortho-k lens wear in 

Study I (Section 4.4).  

 

Read and Collins (2009) found posterior corneal steepening immediately after 

normal sleep. These changes returned to a baseline level within 2 to 3 hours 

after eye opening. They suggested an uneven corneal oedema after sleep 

between the central and peripheral corneal regions. The current results after 

ortho-k lens wearing for 60 minutes (−6.52 D) and one overnight (−6.50 D) 

demonstrated similar posterior corneal steepening. There was a significant 

increase in corneal thickness at the mid-peripheral regions (1.5 mm, 2.0 mm 

and 2.5 mm annuli) in the treatment eyes but no significant changes were 

obtained in the control eyes. This supports the view that the changes (both 

posterior corneal steepening and corneal thickness changes) were due to the 
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ortho-k effect. Wang et al. (2003) used a time domain OCT to demonstrate 

epithelial thinning at the central cornea and mid-peripheral thickening after 

overnight wear of ortho-k lenses. Although the instrument had a resolution of 6 

μm which could help to identify the corneal layers (Maldonado et al., 2000), 

the latest technology, such as spectral domain OCT, could monitor the 

epithelial changes in a more precise way. The corneal topographer used here 

was unable to measure corneal epithelial changes. Nevertheless, the increase in 

corneal thickness from the centre towards the mid-periphery after overnight 

ortho-k treatment was in agreement with previous studies (Swarbrick et al., 

1998, Wang et al., 2003). The difference in CT in the treatment eyes between 

overnight and baseline was 5.7 μm at the apex and 15.5 μm at the 2.5 mm mid-

peripheral region (Table 4.13). The difference in CT between overnight and 

baseline in the control eyes was approximately the same (~8 μm) in different 

regions. Current results regarding topographic corneal thickness after overnight 

ortho-k lens wear also demonstrated inhibition of central swelling (apex, 0.5 

mm and 1.0 mm), while thickening of mid-peripheral CT (1.5 mm, 2.0 mm and 

2.5 mm) was shown. If the difference in corneal oedema at various regions 

originates solely from the corneal epithelium (Wang et al., 2003), it is 

interesting to note the posterior corneal steepening in the current study. No 
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posterior steepening was found in the control eyes. Read and Collins (2009) 

demonstrated that normal eyes had posterior corneal steepening induced by 

sleep. The posterior cornea returned to normal within 2 hours after eye opening. 

The current study measured corneal thickness immediately after lens removal 

within 2 hours of waking but not immediately after eye opening with the lenses 

removed. Therefore, it is not surprising that there was no significant posterior 

corneal change in the control eyes. Any posterior corneal steepening induced 

by sleep in the treatment and the control eyes might have recovered before the 

measurements. The steepening effects were found only in the treatment eyes 

but not in control eyes, which might further suggest that ortho-k treatment has 

some steepening effects on the posterior cornea. However, the results in this 

study were not identical to the results in Study I, where only significant 

steepening of Sim Ksteep was obtained. Here, both Sim K readings were 

steepened significantly. This may be attributed to the smaller number of 

subjects who participated in this study. It should be acknowledged that the 

subject recruitment was not easy because of the poor lens comfort with the 

rigid lens wear. Also, the vision of the subjects became very different 

(significantly improved in the treatment eye but remain the same in the control 
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eye) after the experiment. Although the visual changes were temporary, the 

subjects could not wear their own spectacles for a short period of time.  

  

There were no significant changes in corneal biomechanics in either the 

treatment or the control eyes. Similar to Study I, there was no effect on CH 

with short-term ortho-k lens wear. For CRF, it dropped 0.5 mmHg for the 

treatment eyes after overnight wear. The extent of reduction was close to the 

changes found in Study I (0.6 mmHg, Table 4.5), even though not significant. 

This might be due to the small sample size. To detect an expected difference of 

0.6 mmHg and SD of 1.7 mmHg in CRF (Lam et al., 2007), the number of 

subjects should be over 165 for 90% power with alpha 0.05. The changes in 

anterior Sim K readings, UCV and VA were similar to the results reported in 

Study I and in the literature (Sridharan and Swarbrick, 2003).  

 

4.5.6 Conclusions 

The current study replicated Study I in order to address the lack of control eyes. 

With the conventional alignment fitted lens wearing eyes as controls, current 

results have demonstrated that ortho-k lens wear has some steepening effects 

on the posterior corneal shape. Although the samples size is 9 only, this is 
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adequate to detect a difference of 0.06 D and SD of 0.04 D in posterior corneal 

curvature change (Table 4.12) with 90% statistical power. Smaller subject 

number involved in the current study comparing with Study I. Different vision 

between eyes was resulted after removal of ortho-k and conventional lenses. 

Although the wearing duration was short, it was difficult to recruit subjects 

because vision was very different between the two eyes from wearing different 

lens types. 
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4.6 Study III 

4.6.1 Introduction 

This study aimed to investigate the changes in posterior corneal curvature, 

corneal biomechanics, and topographic corneal thicknesses with long-term (6 

months) ortho-k treatment. After a 6-month treatment period, these parameters 

were monitored throughout one day and over a 2-month period after cessation 

of lens wear. 

 

4.6.2 Experimental protocol 

Each subject was required to wear the ortho-k lenses only at night time for 6 

months. In the treatment period (Phase I), follow-up visits were scheduled after 

the first overnight wear and then after 1 week and after 1, 2, 3 and 6 months of 

lens wear. The design of the ortho-k lens used in this study has been described in 

Section 4.3. The subjects were required to sleep with the lenses for 7 to 10 hours. 

After the first overnight wear, subjects were required to return to the Optometry 

Clinic of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University within 2 hours of waking with 

the lenses in situ to investigate for any adverse signs such as, lens binding or 

associated undesirable responses. Data were collected immediately after lens 

removal in the clinic following the first overnight wear. Measurements were 
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done between 2 to 8 hours after lens removal in all the other follow-up visits. On 

the day after 6 months of successful lens wear, subjects were required to attend 

the clinic to monitor any diurnal corneal changes (Phase II). Data were collected 

at four different times, i.e. immediately, then 2, 4 and 8 hours after lens removal. 

Ortho-k treatment was ceased after Phase II. Recovery from treatment was 

monitored for the next 2 months (Phase III), which included follow-up visits 

scheduled at 1 and 2 weeks, and 1 and 2 months after the cessation of treatment.  

 

4.6.3 Statistical analysis 

All data were tested with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality (p > 0.05). 

Parametric and non-parametric statistical tests were then used to analyse the data, 

as appropriate. In the comparison of baseline data between the two eyes, paired t-

tests (for parametric data) and Wilcoxon matched pairs tests (for non-parametric 

data) were used. Repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare the changes 

between baseline and different wearing sessions (Phase I), and recovery visits 

after cessation of lens wear (Phase III). It was also used to compare the changes 

between immediate and after lens removal up to 8 hours in Phase II. Whenever 

significant differences were found, post-hoc tests (Bonferroni Multiple 

Comparisons Test) were performed. For non-parametric data, the Friedman test 
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with post-tests (Dunn’s procedures) was used in a similar way. Post hoc analyses 

were performed to minimize any Type I errors during multiple comparisons. 

 

4.6.4 Results  

Forty-five subjects (17 males and 28 females) completed Phases I and II of this 

study while 43 subjects (16 males and 27 females) completed Phase III and 

details were described later (Section 4.6.4.3). Their mean ± SD age was 22.6 ± 

2.7 years. The mean ± SD baseline SER of the right and left eyes were −2.74 ± 

0.85 D and −2.73 ± 1.03 D, respectively. Table 4.14 shows the demographic 

results at the baseline visit. Only data from the right eyes were analysed and 

presented for different phases, as there were no significant differences between 

the two eyes in SER, UCV, VA, anterior Sim Kflat, and Sim Ksteep (Paired t-tests, 

SER, VA, anterior Sim Kflat, and Sim Ksteep respectively, p > 0.05; UCV, 

Wilcoxon matched pairs tests, p > 0.05). 
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Table 4.14. Summary (mean ± one standard deviation) of demographic data of both eyes at the 
baseline visit. 

Age (years)  22.6 ± 2.7 
Gender  17 males and 28 females 

Eye  Right Left 
SER (D)  −2.74 ± 0.85 −2.73 ± 1.03 

UCV  0.84 ± 0.24 0.83 ± 0.26 
VA  −0.06 ± 0.05 −0.08 ± 0.04 

Sim Kflat (D)  42.84 ± 1.26 42.77 ± 1.25 
Sim Ksteep (D)  43.80 ± 1.32 43.68 ± 1.30 

SER: spherical equivalent refraction. 
UCV: uncorrected vision; VA: visual acuity; both in logMAR units; Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: 
Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings (Pentacam), respectively. 

 

4.6.4.1 Phase I: Six-month treatment period  

Significant changes were found in SER and UCV after one overnight wear and 

throughout the study (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01; post-hoc tests, p < 

0.05). Statistically, VA significantly improved at the 3-month visit, while no 

changes were observed at other visits (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01; 

post-hoc tests, p < 0.05) (Table 4.15). 
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Table 4.15. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of SER, UCV and VA at different time points, for the right eye only. 
 Baseline Overnight 1-week 1-month 2-month 3-month 6-month 

SER (D) −2.86 ± 0.97 ^−1.18 ± 0.79 ^−0.29 ± 0.46 ^−0.19 ± 0.57 ^−0.19 ± 0.47 ^−0.05 ± 0.38 ^0.04 ± 0.37
UCV 0.84 ± 0.24 *0.22 ± 0.24 ^−0.02 ± 0.09 ^−0.01 ± 0.12 ^−0.01 ± 0.11 ^−0.04 ± 0.08 ^−0.04 ± 0.09
VA −0.06 ± 0.05 −0.05 ± 0.06 −0.08 ± 0.06 −0.08 ± 0.05 −0.09 ± 0.04 *−0.09 ± 0.05 −0.08 ± 0.06

SER: spherical equivalent refraction. 
UCV: uncorrected vision; VA: visual acuity; both in logMAR units.  
* and ^ indicate significance of p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively, compared with the baseline result. 
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For the anterior Sim K, significant differences were found during the treatment 

period (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01). Post tests showed significant 

flattening of both Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep throughout the lens wearing period 

(post-hoc tests, p < 0.05). For the posterior Sim K, significant differences were 

found during the treatment period (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01). Post 

hoc analyses showed that Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep steepened from baseline values 

of −6.12 D to −6.17 D and −6.47 D to −6.55 D, respectively (post-hoc tests, p < 

0.01) after the first overnight wear. The differences were not significant at other 

visits (post-hoc tests, p > 0.05). Detailed changes of anterior and posterior Sim K 

readings during the treatment period are given in Table 4.16. The trend of 

posterior Sim K changes after different wearing periods is shown in Figure 4.10.
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Table 4.16. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep (Pentacam) at different time points, for the right eye only. 
Sim K Baseline Overnight 1-week 1-month 2-month 3-month 6-month 

Anterior 
Sim Kflat 42.84 ± 1.26 ^41.86 ± 1.12 ^41.45 ± 1.16 ^41.45 ± 1.24 ^41.42 ± 1.24 ^41.44 ± 1.26 ^41.37 ± 1.22
Sim Ksteep 43.80 ± 1.32 ^42.96 ± 1.39 ^42.37 ± 1.22 ^42.37 ± 1.27 ^42.26 ± 1.26 ^42.36 ± 1.34 ^42.39 ± 1.38
Posterior 
Sim Kflat −6.12 ± 0.21 ^−6.17 ± 0.22 −6.12 ± 0.23 −6.11 ± 0.22 −6.11 ± 0.22 −6.11 ± 0.23 −6.11 ± 0.22
Sim Ksteep −6.47 ± 0.22 ^−6.55 ± 0.23 −6.50 ± 0.23 −6.48 ± 0.24 −6.48 ± 0.23 −6.48 ± 0.24 −6.48 ± 0.23

Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings, respectively.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 
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Figure 4.10. The trend of posterior Sim K changes after different wearing periods of orthokeratology 
lens, for the right eye only.   
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Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings, respectively.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 

 

No significant changes in CH were found throughout the study (Repeated 

measures ANOVA, p > 0.05). However, a decreasing trend of CRF was observed 

with longer duration of treatment (Figure 4.11). Significant reductions of CRF 

were found after 1 week of lens wear , with further reduction with longer 

wearing time (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01; post-hoc tests, p < 0.01) 

(Table 4.17). 
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Table 4.17. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of CH and CRF at different time points, for the right eye only. 
Corneal biomechanics 

(mmHg) Baseline Overnight 1-week 1-month 2-month 3-month 6-month 

CH 10.9 ± 1.1 10.9 ± 1.1 10.7 ± 1.0 10.6 ± 1.1 10.6 ± 1.1 10.7 ± 1.1 10.4 ± 1.1
CRF 10.8 ± 1.2 10.7 ± 1.2 ^10.3 ± 1.1 ^10.2 ± 1.3 ^10.2 ±1.3 ^10.1 ± 1.2 ^9.8 ± 1.1

CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 
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Figure 4.11. The trend of CH and CRF changes after different wearing periods of 
orthokeratology lens, for the right eye only. 
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  CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 

 

The correlations of the changes of anterior Sim K readings after overnight and 1 

week of lens wear with the baseline corneal biomechanical properties, both CH 

and CRF, were explored. The reasons why only the results from these two 

sessions were analysed are discussed in Section 4.6.5. No significant correlations 

could be found (All R2 ≤ 0.03, p > 0.05) (Table 4.18). 

 

Table 4.18. Regression analyses between baseline corneal biomechanics and the efficacy of orthokeratology 
treatment after overnight and 1-week lens wear. 
 Anterior Sim Kflat  Anterior Sim Ksteep 

Wearing time Wearing time  
Overnight  1-week  Overnight  1-week  

 R2 p value R2 p value R2 p value R2 p value 
CH 0.03 0.29 0.00 0.87 0.02 0.36 0.00 0.99 

CRF 0.01 0.42 0.00 0.64 0.00 0.73 0.01 0.56 
CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively. 
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There was significant corneal thinning at the apex, 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm annuli 

after 1 month of lens wear (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01; post-hoc tests, 

p < 0.05). The central corneal thickness further decreased with a longer treatment 

period. For the mid-peripheral region, significant thinning at the 1.5 mm annulus 

was found at the 6-month visit (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01; post-hoc 

tests, p < 0.01) but this was not shown in other visits (post-hoc tests, p > 0.05). 

Significant thickening of the cornea at the 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm annuli was found 

initially, after overnight and 1 week of lens wear (Repeated measures ANOVA, p 

< 0.01; post-hoc tests, p < 0.05). The mid-peripheral corneal thickness was 

similar to the baseline values at the subsequent visits (post-hoc tests, p > 0.05). 

Detailed changes in topographic CT are shown in Table 4.19. 
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Table 4.19. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of central and mid-peripheral corneal thicknesses at different time points, for the right eye only. (Phase I) 
 Baseline Overnight 1-week 1-month 2-month 3-month 6-month 

Apex (μm)  575.6 ± 29.5 577.9 ± 29.0 571.3 ± 29.9 ^567.1 ± 31.3 *567.4 ± 29.5 ^565.1 ± 28.8 ^563.2 ± 28.3 
Mid-peripheral annuli  

0.5 mm (μm) 577.4 ± 29.4 580.6 ± 29.0 574.1 ± 29.7 ^569.8 ± 31.2 ^570.2 ± 29.3 ^567.8 ± 28.6 ^565.8 ± 28.1 
1.0 mm (μm) 583.3 ± 29.3 588.6 ± 28.7 582.4 ± 28.9 *577.8 ± 30.9 *578.4 ± 28.8 ^575.9 ± 28.2 ^573.8 ± 27.6  
1.5 mm (μm) 593.9 ± 29.2 602.2 ± 28.4 596.2 ± 28.1 591.5 ± 30.6 592.2 ± 28.3 589.5 ± 27.8 ^587.5 ± 27.1 
2.0 mm (μm) 610.2 ± 29.2 ^621.5 ± 28.1 *615.8 ± 27.5 610.9 ± 30.5 611.6 ± 28.0 608.9 ± 27.4 607.1 ± 26.9 
2.5 mm (μm) 633.1 ± 29.1 ^646.6 ± 27.8 ^641.2 ± 27.3 636.3 ± 30.5 637.0 ± 27.8 634.3 ± 27.2 632.9 ± 26.9 

Mid-peripheral annuli represent the average of superior, temporal, inferior and nasal corneal thicknesses with the distance (radius) from apex. 
* and ^ indicate significance of p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively, compared with the baseline result. 
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4.6.4.2 Phase II: Diurnal changes after 6 months of ortho-k lens treatment 

In this phase after 6 months of lens wear, the diurnal changes of the corneal 

parameters were studied immediately after and 2, 4 and 8 hours after lens 

removal. Data obtained immediately after lens removal were treated as the 

baseline for comparison. Data obtained 2 hours after lens removal in this phase 

were presented and compared as 6-month results in the Phase I analysis. 

Therefore, all results under “2 hours after lens removal”, shown in the following 

tables (Tables 4.20, 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23), were the same as the 6-month results 

reported in Phase I. 

 

Significant differences were obtained for spherical equivalent refraction 

(Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.05) between immediate and 4 hours after 

lens removal (post-hoc tests, p < 0.05). No significant difference was found in 

UCV (Repeated measures ANOVA, p > 0.05). VA demonstrated significant 

improvement 4 hours and 8 hours after lens removal (Repeated measures 

ANOVA, p < 0.01, post-hoc tests, p < 0.05). Table 4.20 shows the detailed 

changes of UCV, SER, and VA.  
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The anterior Sim Kflat steepened significantly 2 hours after lens removal 

(Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01, post-hoc tests, p < 0.01). This steepening 

effect continued until 8 hours after lens removal. The Sim Ksteep remained stable 

statistically (Repeated measures ANOVA, p > 0.05). In contrast, posterior Sim K 

readings were flattened significantly 2 hours after lens removal and this 

flattening still existed 8 hours after lens removal (Repeated measures ANOVA, p 

< 0.01; post-hoc tests, p < 0. 01). Table 4.21 shows the diurnal changes of the 

anterior and posterior Sim K readings. Figure 4.12 shows the diurnal changes of 

posterior Sim K readings. 

 

Table 4.21. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep at different time 
points, for the right eye only. 

Sim K (D) Immediately after 
lens removal 

2 hours after 
lens removal 

4 hours after 
lens removal 

8 hours after 
lens removal 

Anterior  
Sim Kflat 41.19 ± 1.34 ^41.37 ± 1.22 ^41.42 ± 1.23 ^41.45 ± 1.22
Sim Ksteep 42.30 ± 1.44 42.39 ± 1.38 42.42 ± 1.34 42.38 ±1.32
Posterior  
Sim Kflat −6.16 ± 0.23 ^−6.11 ± 0.22 ^−6.09 ± 0.21 ^−6.08 ± 0.21
Sim Ksteep −6.56 ± 0.24 ^−6.48 ± 0.23 ^−6.47 ± 0.23 ^−6.47 ± 0.22

Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings, respectively.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 

 

Table 4.20. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of SER, UCV and VA at different time 
points, for the right eye only. 

 Immediately after 
lens removal 

2 hours after 
lens removal 

4 hours after   
lens removal 

8 hours after    
lens removal 

SER (D) 0.09 ± 0.43 0.04 ± 0.37 *−0.05 ± 0.39 *−0.07 ± 0.35
UCV −0.02 ± 0.09 −0.04 ± 0.09 −0.02 ± 0.12 −0.03 ± 0.12
VA −0.07 ± 0.06 −0.08 ± 0.06 *−0.09 ± 0.06 ^−0.10 ± 0.05

SER: spherical equivalent refraction. 
UCV: uncorrected vision; VA: visual acuity; both in logMAR units.  
* and ^ indicate significance of p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively, compared with the baseline 
result. 
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Figure 4.12. The diurnal changes of posterior Sim K after immediately lens removal and 
different time periods after lens removal, for the right eye only.  
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Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings, respectively.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 

 

There were no significant diurnal variations in CH or CRF (Repeated measures 

ANOVA, p > 0.05) (Table 4.22; Figure 4.13). 

 

 
Table 4.23. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of CH and CRF at different time points, for the right eye only 
Corneal biomechanics  

(mmHg) 
Immediately after 

lens removal 
2 hours after      
lens removal 

4 hours after      
lens removal 

8 hours after      
lens removal 

CH 10.6 ± 1.1 10.4 ± 1.1 10.4 ± 1.0 10.5 ± 1.0
CRF 10.1 ± 1.2 9.8 ± 1.1 9.9 ± 1.1 9.8 ± 1.2

CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively.  
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Table 4.23 shows the detailed diurnal changes in corneal thickness at different 

regions. Corneal thickness at all annuli were the thickest immediately after lens 

removal and significant thinning was shown in all corneal regions throughout the 

day after lens removal (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01, post-hoc tests, p < 

0.01) 

Table 4.23. Diurnal changes (mean ± one standard deviation) of central and mid-peripheral corneal thicknesses 
at different time periods after lens removal, for the right eye only. (Phase II) 

 Immediately after 
lens removal 

2 hours after   
lens removal 

4 hours after  
lens removal 

8 hours after  
lens removal 

Apex (μm) 572.9 ± 30.9 ^563.2 ± 28.3 ^563.3 ± 27.5 ^562.9 ± 27.7
Mid-peripheral annuli  

0.5 mm (μm) 575.8 ± 30.6 ^565.8 ± 28.1 ^565.9 ± 27.4 ^565.6 ± 27.6
1.0 mm (μm) 584.6 ± 30.1 ^573.8 ± 27.6 ^573.8 ± 27.1 ^573.5 ± 27.2
1.5 mm (μm) 599.4 ± 29.5 ^587.5 ± 27.1 ^587.3 ± 26.8 ^587.0 ± 26.9
2.0 mm (μm) 620.3 ± 29.2 ^607.1 ± 26.9 ^606.5 ± 26.6 ^606.1 ± 26.7
2.5 mm (μm) 647.4 ± 29.1 ^632.9 ± 26.9 ^631.7 ± 26.5 ^631.3 ± 26.7

Mid-peripheral annuli represent the average of superior, temporal, inferior and nasal corneal thicknesses with 
the distance (radius) from apex.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 

 

Figure 4.13. The diurnal changes of CH and CRF changes after different wearing periods of 
orthokeratology lens, for the right eye only. 
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CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively.  
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4.6.4.3 Phase III: Recovery period after cessation of treatment 

All results were compared with the baseline data (before ortho-k treatment) in 

this recovery study. Two subjects (one male and female) were unable to return 

to the clinic for all the follow-up visits. Analyses were made from 43 subjects 

only (16 males and 27 females). Significant changes were obtained in all 

recovery visits for both SER and VA (SER: Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 

0.01, post-hoc tests, p < 0.01; VA: Friedman test, p < 0.01, Dunn’s tests, p < 

0.01). UCV was significantly better than baseline in the 1-week and 2-week 

recovery visits (Friedman test, p < 0.01, Dunn’s tests, p < 0.01). It returned to 

the baseline level one month after cessation of treatment (Dunn’s tests, p > 0.05) 

(Table 4.24). 

 

Table 4.24. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of SER, UCV and VA at different time points, 
for the right eye only. 

 Baseline 1-week 
recovery visit

2-week 
recovery visit

1-month 
recovery visit 

2-month 
recovery visit

SER (D) −2.84 ± 0.97  ^−2.13 ± 0.92 ^−2.45 ± 0.94 ^−2.58 ± 0.95 ^−2.62 ± 0.97
UCV 0.83 ± 0.24 ^0.59 ± 0.28 ^0.68 ± 0.24 0.73 ± 0.23 0.76 ± 0.22
VA −0.07 ± 0.04 ^−0.11 ± 0.04 ^−0.11 ± 0.06 ^−0.11 ± 0.05 ^−0.11 ± 0.05

SER: spherical equivalent refraction. 
UCV: uncorrected vision; VA: visual acuity; both in logMAR units.  
^ indicates significance of p < 0.01, compared with the baseline result. 

 

Anterior Sim Ksteep returned to the baseline level after cessation of lens wear for 

one month (Repeated measures ANOVA, p < 0.01, post-hoc test, p > 0.05), 

while Sim Kflat was still statistically flatter even 2 months after lens removal 
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(post-hoc test, p < 0.05). The posterior Sim K was similar to baseline values 

throughout the entire recovery period (Repeated measures ANOVA, p > 0.05) 

(Table 4.25; Figure 4.14).  

 

Table 4.25. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep (Pentacam) at 
different time points, for the right eye only. 

Sim K (D) Baseline 1-week 
recovery visit

2-week 
recovery visit

1-month 
recovery visit 

2-month 
recovery visit

Anterior   
Sim Kflat 42.86 ± 1.27 ^42.46 ± 1.19 ^42.51 ± 1.14 ^42.62 ± 1.20 *42.69 ± 1.25
Sim Ksteep 43.81 ± 1.34 ^43.46 ± 1.33 ^43.50 ± 1.24 43.64 ± 1.29 43.71 ± 1.34
Posterior   
Sim Kflat −6.11 ± 0.22 −6.12 ± 0.23 −6.11 ± 0.21 −6.11 ± 0.22 −6.12 ± 0.22
Sim Ksteep −6.48 ± 0.22 −6.51 ± 0.25 −6.49 ± 0.22 −6.51 ± 0.23 −6.51 ± 0.23

Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings, respectively.  
* and ^ indicate significance of p < 0.05 and p < 0.01, respectively, compared with the baseline result. 

 

Figure 4.14. The recovery of posterior Sim K after cessation of treatment, for the right eye only. 
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Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep: Flattest and steepest simulated keratometric readings, respectively.  
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No significant differences were obtained in corneal biomechanical properties in 

the recovery visits (Repeated measures ANOVA, p > 0.05) (Table 4.26).  

 

Table 4.26. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of CH and CRF at different time points, for the right 
eye only. 
Corneal biomechanics 

(mmHg) Baseline 1-week 
recovery visit

2-week 
recovery visit

1-month 
recovery visit 

2-month 
recovery visit

CH 10.8 ± 1.0 10.7 ± 1.1 10.7 ± 1.1 10.7 ± 1.1 10.9 ± 1.3
CRF 10.6 ± 1.1 10.4 ± 1.0 10.5 ± 1.1 10.4 ± 1.1 10.5 ± 1.3

CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively.  

 

The corneal thicknesses returned to the baseline level in all the central and mid-

peripheral regions after cessation of ortho-k treatment for 1 week (Repeated 

measures ANOVA, p > 0.05) (Table 4.27). 

 

Figure 4.15. The recovery of posterior CH and CRF after cessation of treatment, for the right eye only.  
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  CH and CRF: corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor, respectively.  
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Table 4.27. The results (mean ± one standard deviation) of central and mid-peripheral corneal thicknesses at different 
time points, for the right eye only. (Phase III) 

 Baseline 1-week 
recovery visit

2-week 
recovery visit

1-month 
recovery visit 

2-month 
recovery visit

Apex (μm) 573.2 ± 27.2 570.6 ± 25.5 571.6 ± 25.6 569.9 ± 25.1 572.3 ± 26.8
Mid-peripheral annuli  

0.5 mm (μm) 575.1 ± 27.2 572.7 ± 25.4 573.6 ± 25.6 571.9 ± 25.0 574.3 ± 26.7
1.0 mm (μm) 580.9 ± 27.1 579.1 ± 25.3 579.9 ± 25.5 578.1 ± 24.9 580.5 ± 26.6
1.5 mm (μm) 591.6 ± 27.0 590.5 ± 25.2 591.3 ± 25.4 591.7 ± 26.5 591.7 ± 26.5
2.0 mm (μm) 607.9 ± 27.0 608.1 ± 25.2 608.7 ± 25.3 606.7 ± 24.6 608.9 ± 26.4
2.5 mm (μm) 630.9 ± 27.1 632.5 ± 25.5 632.8 ± 25.4 630.8 ± 24.7 632.8 ± 26.6

Mid-peripheral annuli represent the average of superior, temporal, inferior and nasal corneal thicknesses with the 
distance (radius) from apex. 

 

4.6.5 Discussion 

This is the first study evaluating the posterior cornea and corneal biomechanics 

after 6 months of ortho-k treatment. The diurnal changes in these parameters 

immediately after lens removal and their recoveries were also monitored.  

 

In Phase I, significant posterior corneal steepening was found after overnight 

ortho-k lens wear. These results were comparable to the findings in Study I. It 

is likely that such a steepening effect was induced by wearing the ortho-k 

lenses for sleeping overnight, which has been discussed in Section 4.4.5. 

Although the steepening was found after overnight wear, such changes were 

not obtained at other visits (Table 4.16). In this phase, except after the first 

overnight wear where measurements were made immediately after lens 

removal in the early morning, subjects returned to the clinic within 8 hours 

after lens removal at the 1-week, and 1, 2 and 3-month visits. On the day after 6 
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months of treatment, the measurements were taken immediately after lens 

removal and throughout the day. However, results measured from 2 hours after 

lens removal on this day were used for Phase I data analysis. 

 

The posterior corneal steepening was probably transient since it appeared only 

immediately after lens removal. Phase II results might further help to explain 

these changes. After a 6-month treatment period, the diurnal changes were 

monitored immediately and up to 8 hours after lens removal. Subjects were 

required to attend the clinic with the lenses in situ (similar to Study I) and 

measurements were obtained immediately after lens removal. The posterior 

corneal curvatures in Phase II (Sim Kflat: −6.16 D; Sim Ksteep: −6.56 D, Table 

4.21) were comparable to the findings after the first overnight wear in Phase I 

(Sim Kflat: −6.17 D; Sim Ksteep: −6.55 D, Table 4.16). The posterior corneal 

steepening observed in Phase II was similar to results after 60 minutes and 

overnight lens wear in Study I and Study II. The steepened posterior cornea 

then flattened gradually after lens removal (8 hours after lens removal: Sim Kflat 

= −6.08 D and Sim Ksteep = −6.47 D; Table 4.21) and returned to the baseline 

level (Baseline: Sim Kflat = −6.12 D and Sim Ksteep = −6.47 D; Table 4.16). It 

might be associated with the thinning of the cornea after lens removal during 
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the day. Corneal thickness was the highest at all regions immediately after lens 

removal, and gradually became thinner during the day (Table 4.23). This 

suggested that mid-peripheral corneal oedema induced by sleeping with the 

ortho-k lenses was the greatest immediately after lens removal. Corneal 

thickness significantly regressed 2 hours after lens removal. The magnitude of 

thinning was slightly greater in the mid-periphery (14.5 μm or 2.2% at the 2.5 

mm annulus) compared with the central cornea (9.7 μm or 1.7% at the apex). 

The uneven thinning of the central and mid-peripheral cornea might result in 

the recovery of posterior corneal steepening 2 hours after lens removal (that 

means the posterior cornea becomes flatter as shown in Table 4.21). Although 

the difference between central and mid-peripheral thinning was small (0.5%), it 

might be sufficient to support the suggestion that the steepened posterior cornea 

(immediately after lens removal) flattened to the baseline level throughout the 

day. 

 

It is likely that the changes can be attributed to the different corneal thickness 

profile found with ortho-k lens wear. These were discussed in Sections 4.4.5 

and 4.5.5. Ortho-k lens fitting exerted relative positive and negative pressures 

on the central and mid-peripheral corneal regions, respectively (Alharbi et al., 
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2005). These pressures might allow the mid-peripheral cornea to swell and 

move the anterior cornea forward and posterior cornea backward, which would 

result in the anterior Sim K being flattened and the posterior Sim K steepened. 

This latter would alter the posterior corneal shape. Current corneal thickness 

results demonstrated no difference in the central cornea but significant 

thickening at the 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm annuli after overnight wear in Phase I 

(Table 4.19). These results were comparable to the findings in Study I and 

Study II. The control eyes fitted with conventional alignment fitted lens in 

Study II did not demonstrate any change in corneal thickness. The pressure 

from an alignment fitted lens could be evenly distributed on the cornea, which 

may exhibit similar changes in the central and mid-peripheral regions, resulting 

in an insignificant change in the anterior and posterior corneal shape (Table 

4.12). This might further suggest that ortho-k has some effects on the posterior 

cornea. 

 

Although some steepening effects of an ortho-k lens on the posterior cornea 

have been demonstrated in all three studies (Studies I, II and III), these changes 

might not be clinically significant or contribute to the optical change. The 

refractive indices of air, cornea and aqueous humour are 1.000, 1.376 and 1.336 
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respectively (Tunnacliffe, 1993). The differences of refractive indices at the 

air/cornea and cornea/aqueous humour interfaces, are 0.376 and −0.04, 

respectively. The negative sign for the latter indicates that a steepening of the 

curvature reduces the total corneal power. Although the steepening change 

favours the reduction of myopia in ortho-k treatment, the corneal refraction 

principally depends on the air/cornea interface owing to the greater refractive 

index difference. Its contribution was approximately nine times greater (│0.376 

/ −0.04│= 9.4) compared with the cornea/aqueous humour interface. Also, the 

changes after overnight wear in posterior Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep are −0.05 D 

and −0.08 D only {Sim Kflat: [−6.17 – (−6.12)] D; Sim Ksteep: [−6.55 – (−6.47)] 

D} (Table 4.16). The percentage changes in contributing the SER change by 

Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep were 0.8% and 1.2% respectively {Sim Kflat: 

[(−0.05/−6.12)*100] %; Sim Ksteep: [(−0.08/−6.47)*100] %}. Such a small 

change suggests that ortho-k lens wear has some effects on the posterior 

corneal curvature but are not sufficient to explain the optical effects of 

reduction of myopia. 

 

Current findings support the notion that the mechanism of myopic reduction 

from ortho-k treatment is mainly achieved by flattening the anterior corneal 
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curvatures instead of an overall corneal bending (Swarbrick et al., 1998). The 

contribution of the posterior corneal curvatures was minimal. However, current 

findings were different from the study by Owens et al. (2004), who first 

reported flattening of the posterior corneal curvature after 1 week of lens wear. 

The significant changes disappeared after 2 and 4 weeks of overnight lens wear. 

Therefore, they suggested that the change was adaptive in the early stage of 

ortho-k treatment. Their measurements were taken approximately 1 hour after 

lens removal while the posterior corneal steepening shown in the current study 

was measured immediately after lens removal and the significant change 

disappeared in the following measurements at 2 hours after lens removal. In 

addition, they measured the posterior corneal curvatures along the vertical 

meridian with an indirect method based on Purkinje images, while Sim K 

readings along the steepest and flattest meridians were monitored in the current 

study. The different measuring protocols and instruments might explain the 

difference between the current results and those of the other studies. 

 

Stillitano et al. (2007) found no effect on the highest and lowest elevation 

heights at the posterior corneal surface after one night and 1 week of ortho-k 

lens wear. Although they measured the corneal changes immediately after lens 
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removal, the difference between their results and the current studies might be 

attributed to the use of the Orbscan in their study. Although Maldonado et al. 

(2006) demonstrated good intra- and inter-session repeatability of the Orbscan 

on the posterior corneal measurement (except eccentricity values), the 

Pentacam system has been shown to be even more repeatable (see Chapter 3). 

Although the accuracy of measurements on the posterior corneal shape by the 

Pentacam system was acknowledged to be difficult to validate, it is important 

to use a repeatable instrument to monitor and warrant the changes in a 

longitudinal study. Tsukiyama et al. (2008) recently used the Pentacam system 

and reported an insignificant influence on the posterior corneal curvatures 

following 1-year of ortho-k treatment. They monitored the corneal change 2 

weeks after commencing the ortho-k treatment and the corneal measurement 

was performed between 6 to 12 hours after lens removal. The current results are 

in agreement with their results, which showed no effect on the posterior corneal 

surface by ortho-k treatment when measurements were taken hours after lens 

removal. Although there was no posterior corneal change shown in their 

measurements, similar posterior corneal steepening may have existed in their 

subjects, if measurements were obtained immediately after lens removal. 
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Changes of corneal biomechanics with ortho-k treatment were another 

emphasis in the current study. The baseline CH and CRF were 10.9 ± 1.1 

mmHg and 10.8 ± 1.2 mmHg, respectively and were similar to those reported 

in other studies (Table 4.8). CH was stable in all three studies reported here. No 

significant effects on CH were observed with the ortho-k lens wear. In contrast, 

CRF reduced after 1 week of ortho-k and demonstrated a clear trend towards 

reduction with longer wearing periods (Table 4.17). CRF dropped from 10.8 

mmHg at baseline to 9.8 mmHg at the 6-month visit. Lu et al. (2007c) revealed 

that CH is not affected by induced corneal swelling but CRF increased by 0.6 

mmHg after 3 hours of lens patching. CRF is a new parameter determined by 

the difference in the first and second applanated pressures multiplied by a 

constant, which was derived by increasing the association of corneal 

biomechanical properties with the corneal thickness (Kotecha et al., 2006). 

Previous studies documented a positive association between CRF and central 

corneal thickness (Shah et al., 2006, Touboul et al., 2008). CRF has been 

suggested as a measure of the “overall corneal resistance” (Luce, 2005). 

Reductions of CRF were demonstrated after one night and 1 week of lens wear 

in Study I (Table 4.5) and Study III (Table 4.17), respectively. This indicated 

that the overall corneal resistance was reduced by the treatment. Some other 
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factors might also contribute to the reduction. The positive pressure exerted by 

the ortho-k lens at the central cornea may have a “clamping” effect, which 

inhibits central stromal oedema (Alharbi et al., 2005). This effect might 

influence the modification of corneal hydration and corneal elasticity. It might 

also alter the rate of recovery from ortho-k treatment after lens removal. 

 

In Phase II, no significant variations in CH or CRF were observed throughout 

the day immediately after lens removal (Table 4.22). Kida et al. (2006) 

demonstrated stable CH throughout a 24-hour cycle, while central CT and 

intra-ocular pressure are thicker and higher, respectively during the nocturnal 

period. Gonzalez-Meijome et al. (2008a) further revealed that not only CH, but 

also CRF is stable within a day. CH and CRF were monitored in the current 

study up to 8 hours after lens removal (Phase II). Although there was corneal 

thinning in all regions throughout the day (Table 4.23), no corresponding 

changes in corneal biomechanics were detected. The reduced CRF was not 

significantly different from the baseline data 1 week after cessation of ortho-k 

treatment (Table 4.26). This showed that CRF could return to its original level 

1 week after lens wearing was stopped. Both CH (Ortiz et al., 2007, Pepose et 

al., 2007, Kirwan and O’Keefe, 2008) and CRF (Ortiz et al., 2007, Pepose et al., 
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2007, Chen et al., 2010) are reduced after LASIK surgery. The reduction 

persists even three months after the procedure (Kirwan and O’Keefe, 2008, 

Chen et al., 2010). CRF has a greater drop than CH and their reduction is 

associated with the amount of corneal tissue being ablated (Ortiz et al., 2007, 

Pepose et al., 2007, Chen et al., 2010). Changes in corneal biomechanical 

properties are not simply due to changes in central corneal thickness (Lu et al., 

2007c). The reduction in CH and CRF from LASIK is due to permanent 

damage to the corneal tissue from the creation of a flap and the removal of 

corneal tissue. Ortho-k treatment is unlikely to produce permanent corneal 

alterations. In a rabbit model, Matsubara et al. (2004) found that the cornea 

recovered to its original configuration 7 days after discontinuation of ortho-k 

lens wear. Nowadays, research on corneal biomechanical changes due to ortho-

k is still limited and these changes are not fully understood. Although both CH 

and CRF are derived from P1 and P2, they behaved differently in ortho-k. It 

could be due to the way these parameters are derived. Apart from analyzing P1 

and P2, perhaps the raw data should be analyzed in terms of time for the cornea 

to first applanate and time for the outward applanation. The time for first and 

second applanations might provide more information in understanding corneal 

properties rather than only CH or CRF studied here (Franco and Lira, 2009). 
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Also, the updated version of the ORA software could provide more parameters 

and analyses from the deformation of cornea induced by the air puff.  

 

Many ortho-k researchers are interested in the predictability of ortho-k efficacy. 

Could corneal biomechanical properties be of any use? The reduction of 

myopia with ortho-k treatment is mainly achieved by flattening of anterior Sim 

K readings (reducing corneal refractive power). Most of the reduction happens 

overnight and after one week of lens wear (Alharbi and Swarbrick, 2003, 

Hiraoka et al., 2004 Owens et al, 2004). Approximately 60% of the myopic 

reduction {Table 4.15: [−1.18 D – (−2.86) D] / −2.86 D × 100% = −58.7%}, 

was achieved after one overnight lens wear and further reduction, around 

another 30% {Table 4.15: [−0.29 D – (−2.86) D] / −2.86 D × 100% = −89.9%; 

−89.9% − (−58.7%) = −31.2%}, was obtained after the first week of lens wear. 

To predict the ortho-k efficacy, the relationships between the baseline CH and 

CRF and the respective differences in anterior Sim K readings after overnight 

and one week lens wear were evaluated in the current study. However, no 

significant correlations could be obtained (Table 4.18). Current results 

suggested that neither CH nor CRF were the predicting factors of ortho-k 

efficacy. Gonzalez-Meijome et al. (2008b) first demonstrated a relationship 
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between 3 hours of ortho-k lens wear and corneal biomechanical properties. 

They studied the changes in apical curvature, Sim Kflat and Sim Ksteep with CH 

and CRF. The Sim Ksteep changed significantly faster with a lower baseline CH. 

Similar correlations were not found in the current study. Neither CH nor CRF 

were likely to play a role in the prediction of ortho-k efficacy in long-term 

ortho-k wear. No significant relationships were found between baseline corneal 

biomechanics and Sim K readings in Study I. These results were comparable to 

the current long-term study. The discrepancy between the current results and 

those from Gonzalez-Meijome et al. (2008b) might be explained by the fact 

that their subjects had not reached a stable ortho-k effect from wearing lenses 

for just 3 hours. 

 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on the long-term (6 months) 

effect of ortho-k lens wear on corneal biomechanical properties (Phase I), 

diurnal changes of corneal biomechanics after long-term successful ortho-k 

treatment (Phase II), and recovery after cessation of lens wear (Phase III). ORA 

provides a simple and quick assessment of other corneal properties, which 

could not be explained by corneal thickness. However, it has been suggested 

that CRF is a measure of the overall resistance of the cornea. It is derived from 
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the difference between P1 and fraction of P2 (P1 − 0.7 × P2). The actual use of 

CRF is not yet fully understood and validated. The changes in CRF with ortho-

k treatment might not be conclusive. More analyses on the raw data of P1 and 

P2, the signal curves and the time for applanations might provide more 

information rather than the sole parameter investigated by Franco and Lira 

(2009). In summary, this study has shown some changes in CRF from long-

term ortho-k treatment. The CRF shows a decreasing trend with increasing 

duration of lens wear but returns to baseline within 1 week after cessation of 

lens wear. Neither CH nor CRF plays a significant role in the prediction of 

ortho-k efficacy. Further studies are anticipated to investigate what other 

corneal parameters could be factors for predicting the efficacy in ortho-k 

treatment. A previous study found a stronger association between the first 

applanation time and some other parameters, including corneal elastic 

properties, age and CRF (Franco and Lira, 2009). Therefore, the first 

applanation time might help to determine efficacy but more studies are required 

to confirm this. 

 

The reduction in spherical equivalent refraction and the associated 

improvement in UCV could be achieved after overnight wear and became 
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stable after 1 week of ortho-k treatment. These rapid changes are similar to 

those reported in the literature (Sridharan and Swarbrick, 2003, Soni et al., 

2004, Owens et al., 2004). The flattening of the anterior corneal curvature was 

associated with rapid changes of SER and UCV with a similar time course, 

which supports the fact that the reduction of myopia can be mainly accounted 

for by flattening of the anterior cornea. 

 

Although myopia significantly regressed 4 hours after lens removal, the mean 

difference was less than 0.25 D, and ranged from −1.25 D to +1.38 D, and the 

UCV was not statistically significant. This further supports good sustainability 

of ortho-k after 6 months of lens wear (Kang et al., 2007). Following successful 

long-term ortho-k treatment, the anterior cornea steepened again 2 hours after 

lens removal. However, significant steepening was obtained in Sim Kflat but not 

in Sim Ksteep (Table 4.21). This steepening could be attributed to the combined 

effects of both the regressions of ortho-k and the normal diurnal variation in 

anterior corneal curvatures. Read and Collins (2009) recently demonstrated a 

flatter anterior corneal curvature immediately on waking, which recovered (that 

means steepened) to the original level 2 to 3 hours after waking in non-contact 

lens wearers. In the current study, both Sim K readings steepened, although 
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statistical significance was not present in Sim Ksteep. Read and Collins (2009) 

took corneal measurements immediately on waking, while subjects in the 

current study wore the ortho-k lenses for some time (2 hours the maximum) 

after eye-opening. Kang et al. (2007) also reported a similar recovery or 

steepening (0.35 D) in the anterior Sim K readings 8 hours after lens removal in 

a 12-week treatment period. This small degree of change is close to what has 

been found in Phase II of this study (Table 4.21). 

 

After cessation of lens wear, SER had not completely returned to the baseline 

level even 2 months after cessation of lens wear. The difference was within 

0.25 D (Table 4.24). In terms of UCV, the ortho-k effect could be statistically 

maintained for at least 2 weeks after cessation of treatment and its effect faded 

out after one month of lens cessation. However, the UCV had already regressed 

to logMAR 0.59 after 1 week cessation of treatment, which could be clinically 

unacceptable for most subjects. The reported duration of recovery from effects 

of ortho-k varies in the literature (Soni et al., 2004, Kobayashi et al., 2008). In 

the current study, the ranges of SER at baseline and 2-month recovery visits 

were −0.75 D to −5.38 D and −1.13 to −5.38 D, respectively. Around 70% of 

subjects had their SER returned to baseline level after 2 months cessation of 
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lens wear. The faster recovery in the previous studies might be due to a slightly 

lower baseline SER (Soni et al., 2004: −2.21 D; Kobayashi et al., 2008: −2.54 

D) compared with baseline SER at the current study (Table 4.24: −2.84 D). 

Table 4.15 and Table 4.24 show different baseline SER from Phases I and III, 

respectively since two subjects were not able to complete the measurements in 

the recovery study. The corresponding corneal changes support the partial 

recovery of SER in the current study. Sim Kflat had not fully returned to the 

original level after 2 months cessation of lens wear. Sim Ksteep exhibited a faster 

recovery and the treatment effect disappeared at the 1-month recovery visit. Wu 

et al. (2009) recently reported that the residual flattening from ortho-k 

treatment in terms of mean keratometric readings was 0.27 D and did not return 

to baseline after 2 weeks treatment discontinuation. Their baseline SER was 

−3.30 D and they found a significant relationship between baseline SER and 

residual corneal flattening. The higher the baseline SER, the higher the residual 

corneal flattening was found. In the current study, the residual SER and Sim 

Kflat after 2 months cessation of lens wear were 0.17 D and 0.22 D, respectively 

(Table 4.24 and 4.25). Therefore, a longer recovery period might be expected 

from a higher baseline SER. Close monitoring (e.g. monthly) of SER after 

cessation of ortho-k treatment is suggested.  
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4.6.6 Conclusions 

This long-term study found some changes to the posterior cornea and the CRF. 

The posterior corneal steepening was a transient effect and it returned to 

baseline within 2 hours of lens removal. The reduction in myopia was mainly 

achieved by flattening of the anterior corneal curvatures. The reduction of CRF 

with a longer wearing period indicated that corneal resistance decreased with 

ortho-k treatment. Neither CH nor CRF plays a role in predicting the ortho-k 

effect. By considering that CRF is derived from the difference of P1 and a 

fraction of P2, further study is required to investigate other factors, e.g. P1, P2, 

signal curves and times for P1 and P2, which may predict the ortho-k effect. 

Most of the corneal parameters fully returned to baseline level after 2 months 

cessation of treatment. The null hypothesis that no change in the posterior 

corneal curvature, corneal biomechanical properties and topographical corneal 

thickness within 6 months after ortho-k treatment was rejected.  

 

Paper published: 

Chen D, Lam AK, Cho P. Posterior corneal curvature change and recovery 

after 6 months overnight orthokeratology treatment. Ophthalmic Physiol Opt. 

2010;30:274-280. 
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Chen D, Lam AK, Cho P. Posterior corneal shape and corneal biomechanics 

changes with orthokeratology lens wear and their recovery Presented at 

American Academy of Optometry Meeting, 2008. Anaheim, United States. 

 

Chen D, Lam AK, Cho P. Posterior corneal shape changes with 

orthokeratology lens wear and its recovery. Presented at 33rd Clinical 

Conference & Exhibition by British Contact Lens Association, 2009. 

Manchester, United Kingdom. 
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Chapter 5  

Summary and the way forward 

The mechanism of ortho-k is still not fully understood, though it has become 

one of the popular ways to attempt to slow down progression of myopia in 

children (Cho et al., 2005, Walline et al., 2009, Kakita et al., 2011). Overall 

corneal bending, redistribution of corneal epithelium, or a combination of both 

have been suggested as the main mechanism by different researchers 

(Swarbrick et al., 1998, Owens et al., 2004a, Stillitano et al., 2007, Gonzalez-

Meijome et al., 2008b, Tsukiyama et al., 2008).  

 

This project contained three studies of which two were short-term and one 

long-term. For the short-term studies (Study I and Study II), the designs were 

similar to those used in a previous study (Sridharan and Swarbrick, 2003). The 

protocol was almost identical between the two short-term studies except for the 

addition of a control, where the fellow eye wore a conventional alignment 

fitting lens in Study II (Section 4.5). The long-term study (Study III) monitored 

corneal parameters during the treatment and recovery periods. It consisted of 

three phases including a 6-month treatment period, diurnal monitoring 

immediately after lens removal on the first day of the recovery period, and a 2-
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month recovery period. Three new parameters including posterior corneal 

curvatures, topographic corneal thickness and corneal biomechanics were 

monitored. The ortho-k effects on these parameters were evaluated in all three 

studies.  

 

The posterior corneal curvatures steepened after 60 minutes and after overnight 

ortho-k lens wear in Studies I and II. Similar steepening was found after 

overnight ortho-k lens wear in Phase I of Study III. The order of changes in all 

three studies was comparable. The steepening effect was significant after 60 

minutes of lens wear. Sleeping with these lenses did not produce a greater 

posterior corneal steepening. Since this steepening effect could only be found 

in the morning within 2 hours of lens wear after awakening (Phase II), ortho-k 

lens wear has a transient effect on the posterior corneal curvatures. Bearing in 

mind that the posterior corneal changes were measured within two hours after 

eye opening, the steepening effect might be even greater if the measurement 

was conducted immediately after eye opening (Read and Collins, 2009). An 

experiment in a “sleep” laboratory might be required to confirm the magnitude 

of the posterior corneal steepening after awakening and immediate lens 

removal. After a 6-month treatment period, the posterior cornea was the 
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steepest immediately after lens removal and the extent of steepening was 

comparable to the results in Studies I and II. It then flattened and gradually 

returned to the baseline level 2 hours after lens removal. The regression of 

posterior corneal steepening might be accounted for by greater thinning at the 

mid-peripheral cornea. The cornea was the thickest in all regions immediately 

after lens removal, compared with measurements during the rest of the day. The 

cornea became thinner throughout the first day in Phase II, slightly more in the 

mid-periphery (2.5 mm annulus) compared with the central cornea. This 

thinning effect might help to explain further the flattening of the steepened 

posterior cornea. Positive pressures might limit central corneal oedema and 

flatten the corneal curvatures, but the negative pressures in the mid-periphery 

allow an oedematous response around the mid-peripheral corneal regions, 

which therefore, altered the posterior corneal shape. However, the optical 

contribution by the posterior corneal curvatures was limited due to the small 

difference in refractive index between aqueous humour and cornea. It could 

only provide approximately one ninth of the refractive power compared with 

the interface between air and cornea. The changes to the posterior corneal 

shape suggest that ortho-k lens wear has some effects on the posterior corneal 

curvature, while its effects are insufficient to explain the optical effects of 
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myopic reduction. Current studies support the notion that the mechanism of 

reduction of myopia from ortho-k treatment is achieved mainly by flattening of 

the anterior corneal curvatures instead of an overall corneal bending.  

 

Corneal biomechanical changes with the ortho-k treatment were also 

emphasised in the current project. Corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance 

factor are new parameters to quantify the corneal biomechanical properties 

using a non-contact bi-directional tonometer, the ORA. In this project, CH was 

unaffected by the ortho-k treatment in all studies, while some reductions in 

CRF were found in Study I and Study III. The change in CRF during Study II 

was insignificant, possibly due to the limited number of subjects who 

participated. A decrease in CRF without a significant change in corneal 

thickness was found. Future studies assessing changes at a cellular level might 

help to explain the reduction of CRF with ortho-k treatment.  

 

Whether the corneal biomechanics can determine the efficacy of ortho-k is 

another concern in the current project. The relationships between CRF, the 

reduction of spherical equivalent refraction after overnight and one week of 

lens wear in Study III were explored, however, no significant relationships 
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could be ascertained. This might suggest that CH and CRF in their current 

derivations are not capable of predicting ortho-k efficacy. Although CRF shows 

a decreasing trend with increasing duration of lens wear, neither CH nor CRF 

plays a significant role in the prediction of ortho-k efficacy. Further studies are 

anticipated to investigate raw data from ORA including P1, P2, and time for 

applanations to determine the efficacy of ortho-k. 

 

The changes in SER, uncorrected vision and anterior Sim K results were also 

evaluated and compared to the literature. The ortho-k effects on these 

parameters were rapid and seen from as short as 15 minutes of lens wear. It 

takes one week to achieve most of the refractive corrections in long-term 

treatment. However, the subjects involved had a moderate amount of myopia 

before treatment (within −5.0 D). A longer period might be required for the 

correction of higher myopia. The current study supports good sustainability of 

the ortho-k effect after 6 months of lens wear. In the recovery period, improved 

UCV could last for at least 2 weeks after cessation of treatment. SER and Sim 

Kflat did not completely return to baseline levels even 2 months after cessation 

of lens wear. Therefore, a longer recovery period might be required and close 

monitoring of SER after cessation of ortho-k treatment is suggested. 
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This project has answered some questions about short- and long-term ortho-k 

effects on posterior corneal curvatures, corneal biomechanics, and topographic 

corneal thickness, however, more investigations are required to find out which 

corneal layers are involved in the posterior corneal curvature changes. 

Although confocal microscopy could help to monitor the morphological 

changes with ortho-k treatment, cautious assessment is required because of its 

relatively invasive nature. The latest technology, such as spectral-domain 

anterior OCT, could be applied to find out which corneal layers contribute to 

the posterior corneal steepening. Further studies are required to explore the 

association of other corneal parameter with the ortho-k efficacy, for example, 

the actual meaning of the corneal biomechanical changes. 
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